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Abstract

Data Center Networks (DCNs) act as critical infrastructures for emerging

technologies. In general, a DCN involves a multi-rooted tree with various

shortest paths of equal length from end to end. The DCN fabric must be

maintained and monitored to guarantee high availability and better Quality

of Service (QoS). Various Traffic Engineering (TE) methods based on SDN

(Software-defined networking) have been introduced to solve flow compe-

titions for network resources. Utilizing such methods in a production DCN

is risky in terms of throughput losses because of several factors, such as the

adopted mechanism of congestion handling and different DCN flow de-

mands (the amount of expected transferred data per second for each flow

and could be small and large TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) flows).

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive study on

investigating the risk analysis of TE methods.

Hence, in the first part of the thesis, we started by investigating the per-

formance of existing SDN-based TE methods, such as Equal-cost multi-path

routing (ECMP), Hedera, and PureSDN. The evaluation relies on the Monte

Carlo simulation to estimate the value at risk of the large TCP flows (ele-

phant flow) loss rate. The results confirm that the difference between the
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comparative methods in elephant flows throughput risks is insignificant,

although the adopted flow scheduling was utterly different.

The second part proposes novel hybrid and deployable load-balancing

approaches that guarantee the QoS of multi-rooted DCN traffic in symmet-

ric DCN fat-tree topology. We proposed Sieve and Oddlab as SDN-based

TE methods. In Sieve, we investigated proactive and adaptive schedul-

ing for flow scheduling strategy based on available bandwidth. To resolve

the potential network congestion, a fraction of elephant flow is rerouted to

another path regularly. On the other hand, instead of frequent elephant

flow rerouting, we define the adaptive flow scheduling by considering the

path’s residual bandwidth besides active elephant flows to determine the

best paths and avoid significant flow rescheduling. Extensive experiments

were conducted on a wide range of traffic patterns with synthetic and real-

istic workloads to prove the feasibility of Sieve and Oddlab without alter-

ing any network component, including hosts or switches. The results in-

dicate that both methods significantly improved bisection bandwidth, link

utilization, mice flow FCT (Flow Completion Time), average overall FCT,

packet loss, round trip delay, and the elephant flow loss rate risk compared

to ECMP, Hedera, and PureSDN, respectively. We demonstrate that Sieve

and Oddlab operate in low complexity and computational overhead on the

SDN controller. Thus, both TE approaches can be deployed in commercial

DCNs at a lower cost.

In the third part, we introduce our faulty detection model in Oddlab.

This model utilized the same global information from DCN in the adap-

tive scheduling to detect the faulty links. The procedure of identifying

faulty links relies on correlating two events within the DCN: loaded edge

switches and underutilized core links. The adaptive flow scheduling model
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will utilize the information of the detected links so that the affected links

are avoided. We conducted several experiments on realistic workloads to

prove Oddlab efficiency on asymmetric DCN topology. The results show

that Oddlab can detect faulty links with accuracy and considerably low

complexity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“A Research is to see what
everybody else has seen, and to
think what nobody else has
thought.”

Albert Szent-Györgyi (1893-1986)

1.1 Preliminary and Background

Today’s network enterprises utilize DCN fabrics to handle highly demanded

bandwidth applications. DCN applications such as Hadoop, MapReduce,

web search, social networks, and e-commerce rely on thousands of servers

to sustain high availability, and scalability [22] [54]. DCN plays a vital role

as the communication environment for such applications due to multi-paths

provided among all the end-hosts (servers) in the network. On the other

hand, DCN applications are extremely demanding, where extensive data

is transferred within the network. For instance, DCN applications, such as

machine learning, data mining, and data analysis, demand high available

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

bandwidth, fast response, and high availability [65] [103] [67]. Furthermore,

the global demand for data transmission is expanding enormously. Indus-

try reports such as the IDC report predicts that the Datasphere (i. e., the

created, captured, or replicated data in the industry infrastructures) will

rise from 33 Zettabytes in 2018 to 175 Zettabytes by 2025 [76].

Typically, the applications of DCNs produce two types of flows: mice

and elephant flows. Most of the flows (i. e., 80%) are Mice flows, the small-

est yet shortest-lived TCP flows in the network, and are more sensitive to

communication delay [77]. The most massive and long-lived TCP flows, ele-

phant flows, are more affected by the residual link bandwidth. The number

of these flows in DCNs is less than that of mice flows, but they deliver most

of DCN bytes [11] [77] [69] [46]. In this thesis, we are required to deal with

active elephant flows inside the DCN data plane without prior knowledge

about the size and duration of the flow. Thus, in terms of elephant flow in

byte count, we adopted the definition of elephant flow size of 50 KB based

on the observation for the top 10% of the large flows by Benson et al. in

[11]. As for the instantaneous elephant flow detection in DCN, we adopted

the flow rate (i. e., above 50 kbps) instead of the accumulative flow size as

suggested by Roy et al. in [77].

However, many DCN topologies evolved such as hyperx [5], flattened

butterfly [49], and fat-tree [26]. For example, fat-tree DCN topology is de-

signed in a symmetric way to achieve high bisection bandwidth thanks to

multi-rooted paths between the end-hosts. Hence, all DCN switches need

to be remotely connected to the SDN controller, as depicted in Figure 1.1.

In this thesis, we use a K − 4 fat-tree DCN topology with 16 end-hosts.

Traditional traffic steering methods such as Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP)

[36] are based on local nodes to achieve the network operation. Such local
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Figure 1.1: K− 4 fat-tree DCN topology with a central SDN controller.

optimization suffers from local flow collisions that lead to severe conges-

tion, packet loss, and lower network utilization. Therefore, effective traf-

fic scheduling should be applied based on the network’s current state to

avoid collisions. One of the most critical issues in DCN is the link fail-

ures, wherein an average of 40 links are malfunctioning every day in large

DCNs [83]. Consequently, it is not easy to maintain the symmetric situation

for the duration of the network operation. Essentially, there are two types

of link failures, i.e., partial and full failure [29]. The DCN topology turns

asymmetric if any one of the failures occurs. A scheme such as ECMP was

deployed to hash every flow to a different path to handle traffic congestion

in standard DCN operations, considering the complete failure only without

watching network stats.
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1.1.1 Software-defined networking (SDN)

After SDN was introduced, several solutions and opportunities emerged.

The new paradigm brought a new orientation in managing the network

traffic where the centralized controller has the property of decoupling the

control plane from the data plane for reliable and effective resource han-

dling. Mainly, the SDN concept introduces a new paradigm for network

management that includes three planes; application plane, control plane,

and data plane (Figure 1.2). In this paradigm, the central controller resides

in the control plane and is responsible for network traffic management im-

plemented in the application plane, such as traffic engineering, monitoring,

routing, QoS, security, and many other network management applications.

The interaction between the control plane and the application plane is de-

livered via the Application-programming interface (northbound APIs). On

the other side, the control plane communicates with the data plane through

the OpenFlow southbound APIs (OpenFlow protocol). The OpenFlow [61]

protocol is considered an open platform protocol that enables different net-

work and hardware vendors to utilize it in isolate controller traffic from

production traffic. One of the main mechanisms of OpenFlow protocol is

the ability to write special applications in the switch’s flow-table to handle

and partition the network’s traffic.

The central location of the SDN controller in the network management

(Figure 1.2) enables a global view of the network by collecting statistical

parameters from the entire network, including information about current

flows and port status in the data plane.
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Figure 1.2: SDN (Software-defined networking) architecture.

1.1.2 Fat-tree DCN Topology

In general, fat-tree DCN topology is widely used since it delivers high scal-

ability through the switches’ tree structure with high bisection bandwidth.

Hence, fat-tree topology has been widely deployed in large production DCN

environments such as Facebook DCN fabric [13]. Mainly, the fat-tree topol-

ogy contains three layers of connected switches: core, aggregate, and edge

switches. The DCN end-hosts are directly connected to the edge switch

layer. The edge switches are combined with aggregate switches in pods,

where each fat-tree DCN contains K pods. Each pod should be connected to

(K/2)2 end-hosts, and each switch have K/2 ports. The DCN pods are ag-

gregate switches connected to K/2 core switches on the upstream side and

K/2 edge switches on the downstream side. The total number of the end-

hosts that fat-tree DCN can support is K3/4. Therefore, the fat-tree achieves

high availability between source and destination end-hosts, where there are

(K/2)2 equal-cost paths between every pair of them.
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In the SDN paradigm, the central controller monitors the ports of each

switch in the DCN data plane to effectively handle the traffic flows and

make decisions according to the gathered information. Hence, all of the

DCN switches need to be remotely connected to the SDN controller, as de-

picted in Figure 1.1.

1.1.3 SDN Traffic Engineering

SDN paradigm has been proved to deliver efficient Traffic Engineering (TE)

solutions compared to the traditional schemes such as Internet Protocol (IP)

networks and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks [6]. Ian F

Akyildiz et al. in [6], classified the scope of the TE mechanisms applied

using the SDN concept, as depicted in Figure 1.3. The main points of the

scope are clarified as follows:

(1) Flow management: the network flows in SDN concept handled based

on entry rules managed by the controller and installed on the data

plane (OpenFlow switches). The flow forwarding operation starts af-

ter the controller receives the first flow packet (known as packet in re-

quest) from the ingress switch. Then, the controller will compute the

appropriate path and install the flow entry rules along with the path

switches. In this manner, the following packets of the flow or any flow

that matches the entry attribute will follow the corresponding entries

of the path. Consequently, there is no need to communicate with the

controller to handle the flows. However, an overhead could be raised

in the control plane and data plane by increasing the number of the

managed flows. For instance, the central SDN controllers can han-

dle only a specified number of packet in requests per second. On the
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other hand, the Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) space

limitations of OpenFlow switches affect the flow entries that the con-

troller can handle. Moreover, the operation of installing the flow entry

rules takes time. Accordingly, as the network flows increase, the time

needed to compute the path and install the entry rules will increase

directly. Hence, designing and implementing an effective SDN-based

TE method should balance between load balancing and responding

latency [6].

(2) Fault-tolerance: links and nodes failures are quite often in general

production networks. Even the SDN controller is considered the net-

work’s central point of failure [7] if exposed to several attacks, such as

overwhelming the controller with numerous packet in requests [50]

and other forms of attacks such as poisoning network visibility [34].

Therefore, SDN-based methods should continuously detect and re-

cover different network failures to ensure high reliability. One of the

solutions came from the FastFailover mechanisms introduced in Open-

Flow V1.1, which enables the switches to reroute the flow instantly

from the failed link without considering the centralized SDN con-

troller. Still, the SDN controller needs to update all the switches with

a new path through new flow entry rules. Therefore, the limitation of

the switches TCAM should be considered.

(3) Topology update: network topology update in SDN refers to update

network flow rules due to the planned changes such as modifying net-

work policy rules or unexpected issues such as network congestions

handling or failures recovery [6]. The newly added rules might cause

further flow delivering delay and thus QoS degrading. Therefore, the
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Figure 1.3: SDN traffic engineering classification [6].

process of updating the rules should be performing efficiently without

harming other active flows as possible.

(4) Traffic analysis: the SDN controller requires different network stats

to build flow handling, congestion prediction, and failure detection.

Hence, network resource monitoring will include port consumption

and flows status in each switch in the data plane. However, increas-

ing the resource monitoring time and scope may produce better flow

scheduling, but at the cost of design complexity and controller over-

whelming, which lead to response delay. Therefore, the new monitor-

ing mechanism should be aware of the tradeoff between information

accuracy and design complexity.

Implementing comprehensive and data computations in real-time are

challenging without efficient resource management [22]. SDN plays an es-

sential role in network resource allocation, traffic monitoring, and classifi-

cation. As stated earlier, the quality of elephant flows is mainly affected by
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the available bandwidth of the path. There are many performance evalu-

ation issues associated with the proposed SDN load balancing techniques

concerning dealing with the managing of significant data load balancing

[27], [75], [51]. The deterministic statistical evaluation approaches are inef-

ficient, especially in a fully stochastic environment. Therefore, in this the-

sis, the focus will be on investigating the integration of different sources of

uncertainty that could affect the overall performance of a load balancing

technique on large flows.

In the literature, Sokolov et al. in [87] proposed utilizing OpenFlow pro-

tocol statistic information to recognize weak points of the network architec-

ture and predict the potential risks of problems that may occur primarily

in the fail-safety task network. The SDN flow table information is consid-

ered trivial and inadequate for the applications above the SDN architecture

[58]. Therefore, Luo et al. in [58] proposed a context-aware traffic forward-

ing service for SDN applications assuming a constrained optimization path

problem for decision making. The authors suggested two factors, including

capacity and cost of a service, that would impact the service composition.

They found that cost context can be quantified from other context factors.

So, the authors collected the cost and the factors data online to derive their

relations by multiple linear regression analysis. The quality of elephant

flows is mainly affected by the available bandwidth of the path. Hence,

several studies have emerged dealing with load balancing and scheduling

issues. Al-Fares et al. in [27] proposed Hedera, a dynamic and central flow

scheduling to utilize DCN bisection bandwidth. The authors found the per-

formance of Hedera primarily based on the rate and duration of the flows

in the network, but they did not show the future prediction for the blocked

elephant flows. Zakia et al. proposed another technique in [105] that relies
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on flow priority to find the shortest paths. The authors’ evaluated through-

put consumption, RTT delay, and packets loss in a fat-tree DCN.

1.2 Research Objectives

In this thesis, we begin by investigating the performance of existing SDN-

based TE methods, including ECMP as a standard industrial flow forward-

ing besides Hedera [27] as a dynamic elephant flow scheduling, and PureSDN

[59] as a performance reference for a completely adaptive flow scheduling

solution that solely depends on the SDN controller with wildcard forward-

ing rules. The evaluation relies on predicting the value at risk of the ele-

phant flow loss rate. The studied methods have theoretical and practical

benefits. But their effectiveness has not been statistically investigated and

analyzed in maintaining the DCN elephant flows. The performance eval-

uation task motivated us to propose novel DCN SDN-based TE methods

that solve the SDN TE challenges discussed in (Section 1.1.3). The main

objective is to introduce our solutions based on the OpenFlow SDN con-

cept without altering network components or TCP packets. The thesis is

arranged into three main theses.

In the first part of the thesis, we empirically examine the performance

and effectiveness of the evaluated TE methods to answer the following

questions regarding risk analysis:

(1) What is the predicted loss rate of elephant flows using different TE

methods?

(2) What are the risk factors of implementing these methods regarding

elephant flow preserving?
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Based on the obtained results of Thesis 1, we discover that the wild-

card forwarding rule (PureSDN) produces the least elephant flow loss rate

compared with the other methods. Besides, we remark that the range of

optimization in elephant flow loss reduction is about 18% between the thor-

oughly hashing-based ECMP and full SDN-based in PureSDN. Hence, de-

veloping a flow scheduling method should balance the cost of monitoring

and scheduling and the expected elephant flow loss. Therefore, the objec-

tive of Thesis 2 is to propose novel approaches based on the SDN paradigm

for traffic load balancing and flow scheduling. Thus, we investigate the flow

distribution scheme in DCN through predefined flow paths at the DCN

edge switches employing ECMP hashing besides the SDN controller. How-

ever, our intent in Thesis 2 is to answer the following questions:

(1) How to schedule the flows to improve DCN performance such as mice

flow FCT and reduce the elephant flow losing rate.

(2) Does 1:1 sampling between ECMP and the SDN controller necessarily

lead to significant packet loss in mice flows and affect the elephant

flows throughput due to flow collisions?

(3) Does the additional computation complexity to detect and reschedule

elephant flows necessarily lead to a significant delay in the packet in

handler?

(4) Can we introduce a deployable, light, and yet effective load balancing

technique that works in symmetric and asymmetric DCN topology

using the SDN concept without altering network components or TCP

packets?
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(5) DCN links failure is one of the most critical issues in DCN daily opera-

tion [29]. Consequently, it is not easy to maintain the symmetric situa-

tion for the duration of the network operation. Therefore, the question

is how to schedule the flows so that avoiding the failed links?

The third part is related to faulty links detection in DCN topology. We

introduce Oddlab, a novel adaptive scheduling method that considers the

healthy paths, available bandwidth, and active elephant flows to find the

best paths and avoid significant flow rescheduling. Our objective in Thesis

3 is to propose an algorithm to find and avoid the faulty links without com-

plicated arithmetic operations or executing host or switch altering inside

the DCN topology.

1.3 Research Contributions

This thesis proposes novel solutions for TE SDN-based methods. The re-

search solutions are implemented in fat-tree DCN topology, and the results

have shown remarkable improvements compared with existing solutions.

Furthermore, we have defined our solutions as feasible mathematical mod-

els and come up with applicable theorems and algorithms into a production

DCN. However, our thesis contributes mainly to the SDN TE presented in

Subsection 1.1.3 as follows:

1.3.1 Predicting of Blocking Behavior for Elephant Flows in

DCNs Using Monte Carlo Risk Analysis

This thesis empirically designed, implemented, and analyzed a novel quan-

titative performance evaluation model for existing SDN flow scheduling
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and methods used in DCN based on multiple stochastic workloads to pre-

dict the elephant flows loss rate Value at Risk. The evaluation estimates the

proper probability distribution functions for the proposed risk factors for

Hedera, ECMP, and PureSDN. The proposed evaluation model was devel-

oped as a Value at Risk analysis model using Monte Carlo simulation. The

evaluation included estimating the probability distribution for risk factors

based on Anderson-Darling and Kolmogorov Smirnov probability distri-

bution tests. Determining the probability distribution of such TE methods

aids in further mathematical analysis of elephant flow handling without the

need for additional practical experiments. These risks directly influence the

status of DCN applications in terms of flow completion time and through-

put. Nevertheless, the TE techniques need to have proper awareness in

terms of flow risk analysis instead of accepting the simple average values

of the results, especially when the testing samples are not large enough.

1.3.2 Adaptive SDN Load Balancing Framework

In this thesis, we tackled flow management problems (switch load balanc-

ing and multiple flow tables) and topology updates of SDN TE. We propose

Sieve, in which we leveraged the OpenFlow protocol group table to form

a sampling strategy at the edge switches of the DCN topology. The main

objective of the flow samplings technique is to reduce the number of in-

stalled flow entry rules since a fraction of flows will be handled by proac-

tive paths (ECMP-based), and the SDN controller will manage the rest. In

Sieve, we resolve the expected bottlenecks by frequently rescheduling the

fraction of elephant flows detected on edge switches to balance the elephant

flows among the available paths. Furthermore, we proposed Oddlab (Odds
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labels) to avoid the expected bottlenecks forwarding the flows to the least

number of active elephant flows. In Oddlab, we maintain the number of

installed flow entry rules without tracking and rescheduling the elephant

flows. However, extensive experiments were conducted on a wide range

of traffic patterns with synthetic and realistic workloads to prove Sieve and

Oddlab feasibility without altering any network component (i.e., hosts or

switches). The results confirm that Oddlab delivers noticeable improve-

ments in bisection bandwidth, link utilization, packets loss, round trip de-

lay, mice flow FCT, with an average overall reduction in FCT, fewer installed

flow entries, with less elephant flow loss rate.

1.3.3 DCN Faulty Links Detection Model Based on Tempo-

ral Correlation

In this thesis, we present our contribution to the fault-tolerance and traf-

fic analysis challenges in SDN TE. The proposed procedure correlates two

events within the DCN: the loaded edge switches and underutilized core

links. Accordingly, the most crucial finding of Oddlab is that in leverag-

ing the global knowledge of the DCN switches statistics on a single and

central SDN controller to detect the faulty links and deliver promising re-

sults in the asymmetric topologies. Several experiments were conducted on

different bandwidth degradation with realistic workloads to prove Oddlab

feasibility without altering any network component (i.e., hosts or switches).

The results confirmed that Oddlab delivers improvements in asymmetric

topology with an average overall reduction in FCT. Oddlab is able to de-

tect, reschedule the affected elephant flows with severe bandwidth degra-
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dation in the core links, and avoid the defective paths in the adaptive flow

scheduling model.

1.4 Traffic Traces and Communication Patterns used

in the Research

We conduct extensive experiments on different traffic patterns with syn-

thetic and realistic workloads of productive DCN (web search and cache

jobs [77]). Both workloads are collected and analyzed in the Intra-Datacenter

network. In the web search dataset, the distribution ratios will be as follows:

• 0 - 1 kB: 33%

• 1 - 10 kB: 60%

• 10 - 300 kB: 7%

As for the cache workload, the data size distribution is as follows:

• 0 - 0.1 kB: 18%

• 0.1 - 10 kB: 38%

• 10 - 300 kB: 7%

• 1 - 10 MB: 10%

The traffic scenarios are conducted in symmetric and asymmetric DCN

K − 4 fat-tree topology. To implement the test in the mininet environment,

each end-host in DCN started to transmit samples of the workloads (16
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flows for each dataset) to another end-host based on the same traffic pat-

terns described earlier. The flows are initiated based on the Poisson process

with a given mean value to simulate realistic traffic between the DCN end-

hosts. Note that the Poisson process is leveraged to simulate discrete and

independent events (the event’s occurrence does not affect another one),

where the mean time between the events is known, but the exact arrival

time is unknown. Thus, to simulate empirical workloads that could be pro-

duced into a realistic DCN environment, Alizadeh et al. [10] suggested that

the flows arrive according to a Poisson process. However, this process is

widely employed in literature to model the flows’ arrival between the DCN

end-hosts, a presented in the following works [27], [82], [17], [47], [98], [53],

[55], and [9].

In our traffic emulation, the events are not coinciding. Nevertheless,

they are initiated throughout the entire interval of the experiment, where

512 flows were transmitted through 126 sec. for each traffic pattern.

We leverage the same communication pattern applied to evaluate Hed-

era performance [27], which was introduced in [26]. The generated commu-

nication pattern consists of random and staggered probabilities patterns.

The generated communication pattern consists of random and staggered

probabilities patterns according to the following details:

(1) Random: every end-host transmits traffic to any other end-host in the

DCN with uniform probability.

(2) Staggered probability (Edge p, Pod p): every end-host transmits traf-

fic to another host in the same edge with probability (Edge p), to the

same pod with probability (Pod p) and with other pods in the DCN

with probability (1− Edge p− Pod p).
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we present an in-

troduction to risk analysis, flow scheduling risks, our objectives in this area,

including an overview of some related studies, and our research method-

ology followed by results and discussion. In Chapter 3, we introduce our

research motivation, including a literature review on TE methods, followed

by the design concepts of the adaptive flow scheduling of Sieve and Odd-

lab, including experiments results and discussion. In Chapter 4, we discuss

some related studies in faulty links detection in DCN followed by analyz-

ing, implementing, and evaluating the Oddlab faulty link detection exper-

imental results, respectively. Finally, the conclusions and future research

directions are described in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

DCN Flow Scheduling Risk

Analysis

“The most sophisticated risk
analysis methods used in an
organization are often applied to
low-level operational risks, whereas
the biggest risks use softer methods
or none at all.”

Douglas W. Hubbard

2.1 Introduction

In this theses, we propose novel solutions related to the SDN TE meth-

ods. The achieved results from the proposed performance evaluation model

led us to present new flow scheduling solutions using SDN controller and

OpenFlow protocol in multi-rooted DCN concerning Flow Management,

Fault-tolerant, Topology update, and Traffic monitoring.

18
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The proposed model is based on stochastic DCN traffic behavior to pre-

dict the elephant flow loss rate by applying Monte Carlo risk analysis ap-

proach on different well-known TE methods with multiple traffic patterns.

The general procedure for the proposed performance evaluation includes

estimating the risk analysis for the investigated SDN TE methods based on

the Value at Risk (VaR) technique that relies on the Monte Carlo simula-

tion process. Mainly, elephant flows are affected by the amount of avail-

able bandwidth granted by the TE method on the DCN path. As we ex-

plained earlier, this type of flow carries most of the traffic within the DCN,

so elephant flows are usually affected by the methods applied to steer the

flows. As a result, the adopted flow scheduling mechanism will inevitably

affect the required service performance that DCN promise to provide in the

Service- Level Agreement (SLA).

This thesis contains two sub-theses. In the first part of Thesis 1, we in-

troduce the required analysis to estimate the probability distribution (uncer-

tainty) of the path available bandwidth, including a margin of bandwidth

measurement error. The second part includes the Monte Carlo simulation

to generate future prediction behavior of the elephant flow loss rate with

the Value at Risk analysis to the obtained results.

2.1.1 Risk Analysis

In our proposed risk analysis model, we adopted the risk definition intro-

duced by Douglas W Hubbard in [41] (Definition 1):

Definition 1. (Risk) a measure of uncertainty of possible significant loss (i. e.,

undesirable outcome).

The term of the “quantified” uncertainty has also defined as follows [41]:
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Definition 2. (Uncertainty) the lack of a particular possible value or answer to

an outcome.

However, these terms have been widely applied in statistics, operation

research, economics, public health, etc. In this research, the objective is to

transfer the performance evaluation of the TE methods into risk analysis

concept to reveal the answer to the following question:

Question 1. To what extent different TE methods can maintain the elephant flow

throughput in the production DCN lifespan?

To answer this question, we introduce our definitions as follows:

Definition 3. (TE risk) a measure of uncertainty for elephant flow throughput

losses.

Definition 4. (TE loss) a measure of exact significant loss of elephant flow through-

put.

However, different TE methods provide different flow scheduling han-

dling. Hence, different available bandwidth values will be produced for

each flow. Mainly, elephant flows throughput is affected by the amount of

the available bandwidth preserved on the path. Therefore, we came up with

the following question:

Question 2. What is the range (probability) of the available bandwidth produced

by each TE method to the elephant flows?

To answer this question, we conducted extensive experiments on differ-

ent traffic patterns with synthetic (Iperf) and realistic workloads to mea-

sure the available bandwidth asserted to the elephant flow by each TE method.

So, our definition for the available bandwidth measurement will be as fol-

lows:
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Definition 5. (TE available bandwidth) a measure of the probability distribution

for available bandwidth produced by the flow scheduling mechanism.

Our proposed definitions can be formed into a mathematical equation

to compute the TE method risk and estimate the uncertainty value of the

significant elephant flow losses.

2.1.2 Flow Scheduling Risks

In compliance with the risk definition provided by Douglas W Hubbard in

[41] (Definition 1), flow scheduling methods would be risky only if some of

its outcomes produce a significant loss. This section will explain the flow

scheduling risk factors impacting the elephant flow throughput.

Firstly, we will consider our illustration for the flow scheduling meth-

ods regardless of the DCN topology variables, such as type of the DCN

topology, link capacity, failures, noise, interference, etc. Secondly, our anal-

ysis will assist the person in charge of investing in choosing the appropriate

flow scheduling methods for a production DCN.

However, many causes contribute to elephant flow loss, which can be

summarized as follows:

(1) Traffic burstiness phenomena: In general, data traffic in DCN is proven

to be bursty [12] [77]. Hence it cannot be predicted in advance without

the aid of other devices such as sFlow [90].

(2) Elephant flows uncertainty: Elephant flows sizes, demands, arrival

time, or even their numbers are not known. Therefore, any flow schedul-

ing mechanism will attempt to avoid elephant flow collisions heuris-

tically. Then, losses are highly expected.
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(3) How to detect elephant flows inside DCN? Different flow schedul-

ing methods proposed different mechanisms, such as the link capac-

ity threshold adopted by Hedera [27], and consumption rate at the

end-hosts in Mahout [19], etc. These methods have pros and cons in

the rate of flow detection speed, and therefore, the response speed for

rescheduling decisions is delayed.

(4) Statistic gathering, computation cost, and topology update: Differ-

ent SDN methods apply various techniques to gather DCN informa-

tion by using various information with different polling intervals. On

the other hand, the computation cost and complexity to handle the

gathered information and decide the best path for the packet in re-

quests cause significant delays in handling numerous flows, includ-

ing the elephant flows. The SDN controller requires time for topology

update, including installing or modifying the computed paths’ flow

entry rules all over the DCN switches from end to end. Accordingly,

uncertainty and losses are present and highly expected to occur.

(5) Flow congestion handling: Traffic congestion is highly anticipated to

happen in DCN. Essentially, to handle congestions inside the DCN

fabrics, many SDN TE methods tend to reschedule elephant flows to

other available paths. Once again, all the needed steps to handle the

flows will be repeated to each elephant flow, including statistic gath-

ering, best path computation, and topology update.

Consequently, in this research, the focus will be on investigating the in-

tegration of different sources of uncertainty that would affect the overall

performance of the SDN-based TE methods on the expected performance

of elephant flows.
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2.1.3 Research Objectives

This work introduces a stochastic performance evaluation model for esti-

mating the loss rate and risk analysis of the elephant flows produced under

different SDN-based TE with fat-tree topology.

In this research, fat-tree topology is used in constructing the primary

network environment; since it is considered one of the essential topologies

in building efficient, scalable, and cost-effective DCNs. A k− 4 fat-tree DCN

interconnects topology tested in a mininet environment with fixed links ca-

pacity from host to switch and switch to switch links with 10 Mbps each

(Figure 1.1). However, the research objectives are:

(1) Incorporating the different sources of uncertainty that affect the over-

all performance of the load balancing, flow scheduling and flow con-

gestion control algorithms.

(2) Finding a proper probability distribution function for the elephant

flow available bandwidth measured by each TE method, including a

margin of bandwidth measurement error.

(3) Since the problem factors follow a probabilistic scheme, we derive our

problem in Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the loss uncertainty by

generating the predicted losing samples of the TE methods.

(4) We examine the achieved results through qualitative analysis with

Value at Risk (VaR) and statistics to estimate the loss uncertainty and

provide the required risk analysis model.
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2.2 Literature Review

Empirical studies can be achieved either by qualitative or quantitative meth-

ods for gathering and analyzing data. The quantitative approach includes

collecting numerical data and analyzing it using statistical methods. In

contrast, the qualitative approach mainly collects the data in text, image,

or sounds and analyzes it using imprecise measurements [86]. In SDN

networks, OpenFlow protocol provides many statistical and numerical in-

formation about the monitored network regarding the flows and packets

passed through any monitored port in the flow table. Sokolov et al. in [87]

have suggested using this information to identify weak points of the net-

work architecture and predict the potential risks of problems, especially in

fail-safety tasks in the network. The SDN flow table information is consid-

ered trivial and inadequate for the applications above the SDN architecture

[58]. Therefore, Luo et al. in [58] proposed a context-aware traffic forward-

ing service for SDN applications assuming a constrained optimization path

problem for decision making. The authors suggested two factors (capac-

ity and cost of service and) that would impact the service composition, and

they found that cost context can be quantified from other context factors. So,

the authors collected the cost and factors data online to derive their relation

by multiple linear regression analysis. As for elephant flow management,

several studies have emerged dealing with load balancing and scheduling

issues such as [94], [75], and [51]. Long et al. proposed LABERIO [57],

based on the real-time bandwidth utilization rate and max-min policy for

path selection. The deterministic statistical evaluation approaches are inef-

ficient, especially in a fully stochastic environment such as a large DCN

and elephant flow traffic balancing. Liu et al. [58] introduced a frame-
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work to allow adaptive multi-path routing of elephant flows in DCNs under

changing load conditions. This solution employs a NOX controller, which

negatively affects the performance. Similar to Mahout [19], it detected ele-

phant flows at end-hosts. Still, it monitors TCP socket buffer at end-host to

mark flows exceeding a predefined threshold so that elephant flows are for-

warded based on a weighted multi-path routing algorithm that installs bet-

ter paths in switches. Correspondingly, Hedera delivers mice flows based

on ECMP by default. However, it employs link load as the only metric for

rerouting decisions.

Similarly, You-Chiun Wang and Siang-Yu You applied the group fea-

tures of OpenFlow in [101] to propose a framework for managing the routes

in DCNs by checking link loads so that the framework distributes flows

among different paths to balance the loads. This framework provides no

distinguishing between elephant and mice flows. Still, when the congestion

occurs on a link, the framework selects a backup flow with the most consid-

erable traffic demand, which means in practice, most probably it will be an

elephant flow. Nevertheless, it does not provide any measurements about

the impact on mice flows. Wang et al. in [97] presented TSACO, which de-

tects elephant flows by OpenFlow and sFlow, then forwards them accord-

ing to an adaptive multi-path algorithm that handles mice flows differently.

TSACO computes the available bandwidth and delay of paths and splits

an elephant flow over multiple paths with considerably enough free band-

width to balance the load. In contrast, it sends mice flows on the remain-

ing computed flows whose delay characteristics are suitable. As a result,

TSACO provides better throughput for elephant flows and shorter delay

for mice flows than ECMP and weight ECMP. Al-Fares et al. in [27] utilized

Monte Carlo simulation to investigate the effect of the hash-based ECMP
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method on the bisection bandwidth. The results show that the bisection

bandwidth was affected significantly (by an average of 60.8% of the total

bandwidth) when increasing the number of flows per host. The authors

revealed their intuition without further details about the assumed Monte

Carlo simulation factors and adopted equation.

In terms of elephant flow prediction, Bezerra et al. in [13] analyzed the

actual DCN dataset from Facebook DCN fabric to model an elephant flow

detection framework on a short-term basis. The proposed method relies on

FARIMA and a Recurrent Neural Network and it has been evaluated based

on descriptive statistics and inferences of the flows. Different versions have

appeared to OpenFlow protocol, and each one comes with specific opti-

mizations and updates. Leonardo C Costa et al. in [18] introduced a per-

formance evaluation framework to measure the performance gain between

OpenFlow version 1.0 and version 1.3 on software and hardware switches.

The study concluded that despite OpenFlow 1.3 presents new features such

as multi-table and increases the number of matches in the tables, researchers

should be aware that most of these features are still limited in commercial

hardware switches. However, increasing the number of matches would af-

fect the final performance significantly.

To the best of our knowledge, in literature, the concept of risk analysis

has not been investigated to determine the significant elephant flow losses

produced from the static and adaptive TE methods, not to mention the un-

certainty level of the loss and the factors affecting it.
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2.3 Research Methodology

Our proposed framework for predicting the elephant flow loss rate com-

bines the uncertainty of the available bandwidth of different TE methods

with various elephant flows’ demands and durations. Figure 2.1 represents

the flowchart and the required steps conducted to achieve the prediction

framework. The proposed model consists of selecting the appropriate SDN

TE methods to investigate and evaluate the uncertainty behaviors of the

fat-tree DCN in balancing elephant flow. Then, Anderson-Darling (AD)

and Kolmogorov Smirnov statistic (K-S) hypothesis testing methods were

applied upon the obtained uncertainty samples to get the appropriate prob-

ability distribution function for each of them. Next, Monte Carlo simulation

was utilized along with Value at Risk (VaR) analysis to predict the signifi-

cant losses for the tested elephant flows resulting upon using the TE meth-

ods in a fat-tree topology.

As mentioned beforehand, various TE methods will be tested to exam-

ine the different flow scheduling handling on elephant flow predicted loss.

The tested methods are based on the switch load-balancing techniques, in-

cluding ECMP, Hedera, and PureSDN. The hash-based ECMP method [36]

only scatter the flows among the available paths without considering the

congestions, Hedera [27] only reschedule elephant flows when reaching a

certain threshold of capacity. Finally, PureSDN [59], an entirely dynamic

flow scheduling method based on SDN controller, to find the shortest and

best available bandwidth for every network flow.
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of the elephant flow loss prediction framework.

2.3.1 Collecting and Normalizing the Uncertainty Data

We conducted extensive experiments on different traffic patterns with syn-

thetic and realistic workloads of productive DCN such as web search and

cache jobs [77] workloads. The generated communication pattern consists

of random and staggered probabilities patterns. To implement the test in

the mininet environment, each end-host in DCN started to transmit sam-

ples of the workloads (16 flows for cache jobs dataset and 15 for web search)

to another end-host (excluding hosts 1 and 16, which will be used as mea-

surement hosts) based on the same traffic patterns described earlier. The

flows are initiated based on the Poisson process with a given mean value

to simulate realistic traffic between the DCN end-hosts. Accordingly, 465

flows were transmitted through 62 sec. as the traffic simulation time for
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each traffic pattern. To measure the obtained available bandwidth on each

test, we set an Iperf TCP flow between host 1 and host 16 lasts for 20 sec. in

the DCN. The reason behind choosing these end-hosts is to expose the ele-

phant flow to pass through the total bisection bandwidth of the DCN topol-

ogy. Then, the measured bandwidth of each test will be considered as the

available bandwidth offered on the full bisection bandwidth by each tested

TE method. Throughout our tests, the amount of traffic passing through

the full bisection bandwidth varies according to the adopted traffic patterns

(random and staggered). Hence, the measured available bandwidth will be

highly be affected. This scenario, however, is similar to the traffic of appli-

cations such as MapReduce and Hadoop, which requires extensive bisec-

tion bandwidth to maintain their all-to-all shuffle communication [94]. We

formed five traffic patterns to generate more samples including: random,

stag0.1 0.2, stag0.2 0.2, stag0.3 0.3, stag0.4 0.3, and stag0.5 0.3.

Each traffic pattern has been replicated ten independent times for each TE

method. To illustrate, the stag0.4 0.3 implies that 40% of choosing hosts

will be in the same edge switch (Edge p) and 30% will be inside the same

pod (Pod p), and the rest will be from other pods over the full discretion

bandwidth in a percentage of 30% (100− Edge p − Pod p). Figure 2.2 de-

picts the illustration of stag0.4 0.3 traffic pattern example in fat-tree DCN

topology.

To estimate the probability distribution of the risk uncertainties, we will

utilize the Goodness of fit procedure. But before that, specific steps will be

conducted upon the obtained data as follows:

(1) We normalize all obtained samples of the available bandwidth by a

standard scale to adjust the discrete probability distribution properly.
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Figure 2.2: The example of stag0.4 0.3 traffic pattern is illustrated in fat-
tree DCN topology.

(2) To determine the margin of bandwidth measurement error, we use the

arithmetic samples standard deviation (σ) of the available bandwidth

samples mean (x̄) for each traffic pattern compared with all available

bandwidth values xja, with ja as an index for each value. At the same

time, n is the number of measured samples. Note that we consider

the maximum value of the calculated standard deviation since it will

indicate the possible upper and lower bounds for the worst-case eval-

uation as shown in Equation 2.1.

σ =

√√√√ 1
n

n

∑
ja
(xja − x̄)2 (2.1)
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2.3.2 Goodness of Fit

The goodness of fit test defined the appropriate probability distribution

functions for the available bandwidth besides the margin of bandwidth

measurement error. For this sake, we utilized EasyFit professional [23], a

specialized statistical tool to test the collected data. K. Schittkowski intro-

duced EasyFit as a software system for data distribution fitting in dynamic

systems in [81]. In literature, EasyFit has been widely used to examine

the probability distribution for different data types in various fields, such

as construction management, finances, trading, biometeorology, operations

research, climatology, and transportation management, as appeared in the

following works: [24], [85], [89], [40], [60], [39], [38], [93], [70], and [2].

However, since the collected data is in the discrete domain, we chose

to use the Kolmogorov Smirnov statistic test (KS) as a hypothesis test to

assess the distribution of the data [1]. KS test is a non-parametric test mainly

used to compare the distance between the empirical data samples and a

specific class of well-known reference probability distributions, as shown

in Equation 2.2.

Dn = sup
x
|Fn(x)− F(x)| (2.2)

Where supx represents the supremum (i. e., least upper bound [78]) dis-

tances between the Fn(x), the cumulative distribution function of the ob-

served samples, and reference distribution functions F(x) of an ordered

data.

A null hypothesis testing has been performed to accomplish the KS test-

ing using two verifying levels (H0 and H1). The first value (H0) is identified

when the tested data specify the distribution, and H1 is recognized when
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the data does not follow the distribution. To achieve the desired distribu-

tion, KS assumes a significance level (α (0.01, 0.0.2, 0.05, etc.)) and compares

the tested statistics (D n) with some of the critical values of the well-known

distribution. The hypothesis of the measured distribution will be rejected if

the value of (D n) exceeds the critical value at a significant level.

P-value based on the KS test helps to identify the level when the null

hypothesis is rejected. This value indicates a threshold for the significant

level (H0) to accept all values less than the P-value. For instance, when the

P-value = 0.025, the null hypothesis will take all the significance levels less

than the P-value, i.e., 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and reject the higher levels [74].

For more reliable testing in obtaining the probability distribution results,

we utilized Anderson-Darling (AD) test, a hypothesis testing to evaluate the

distribution of the collected data. Anderson-Darling is defined as (AD2) as

shown in Equations 2.3 and 2.4.

AD2 = −nd− SA , (2.3)

Where SA is the summation part:

SA =
nd

∑
ia=1

2ia− 1
nd

[ln(Fu(Yia)) + ln (1− Fu(Ynd+1−ia))] . (2.4)

Where nd is the sample size, ia is the samples index in ascending order,

Fu is the cumulative distribution function of the compared distributions,

and Yia is the ordered data. The null hypothesis testing was performed

where H0 was identified when the tested data specified the distribution,

and H1 was identified when the data did not follow the distribution. To

come up with the desired distribution, AD assumes significance level (α
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(0.01, 0.02, 0.05, etc.)) and compares the test statistics AD2 with some of the

critical values of the most widely used distribution. The hypothesis of the

tested distribution will be rejected if AD2 is greater than the critical value at

a significant level.

2.3.3 Probability Distribution Results

Table 2.1 shows the results of conducting KS null hypothesis testing on the

throughput measurements of the algorithms. The throughput of ECMP,

Hedera, and PureSDN followed the Geometric distribution (GD) based on

P-value, and the acceptable critical value was (α= 0.02). However, GD is a

discrete probability distribution representing the probability of the success

number of independent trials, i.e., Bernoulli trials [74].

Furthermore, the samples of the available bandwidth have been tested

under AD as shown in Table 2.2. The results confirm that all samples follow

the Geometric distribution based on the values of AD statistic (AD2) and

the obtained critical values estimated on the AD critical value (α = 0.02).

TE method KS critical values P-Value Distribution
ECMP 0.19267 0.16057 Geometric
Hedera 0.19267 0.03506 Geometric

PureSDN 0.19267 0.02187 Geometric

Table 2.1: KS test values for the available bandwidth samples.

TE method AD critical values Statistic (AD2) Distribution
ECMP 3.2892 1.6337 Geometric
Hedera 3.2892 2.7018 Geometric

PureSDN 3.2892 2.7171 Geometric

Table 2.2: AD test values for the available bandwidth samples.
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Figure 2.3: P-P plot of the Hedera available bandwidth value distribution
fitting with the geometric distribution.

We applied probability mass function of GD to generate the samples of

the available bandwidth (AV) with a GD (i. e., AV v GD(pv)) for Monte

Carlo simulation model where the probability value (pv) of Hedera = 0.03155,

ECMP = 0.03861, and PureSDN = 0.02281, respectively.

Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 show the P–P plots (probability–probability) that

prove how the empirical values of the available bandwidth of the studied

TE method are close to the data set of the geometric distribution.

As for the risk factor (margin of bandwidth measurement error), the test-

ing showed that the margin of error for the methods follows the simple Dis-

crete Uniform distribution (D-U).

Accordingly, we generate random samples of the error factor (ER) for

the tested TE methods within a finite set, where every value has an equal

probability in the interval [a r, b r], where a r and b r are the maximum and

minimum values of the samples, respectively, and a r 6 ER 6 b r. In Monte

Carlo simulation model, we utilized the following normalized values as ap-
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Figure 2.4: P-P plot of the ECMP available bandwidth value distribution
fitting with the geometric distribution.
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Figure 2.5: P-P plot of the PureSDN available bandwidth value distribution
fitting with the geometric distribution.
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peared empirically, ECMP = [10, 34], Hedera = [15, 37], and PureSDN = [27,

42].

However, in addition to using the obtained probability distribution of

the elephant flow in the Monte Carlo simulation, finding such distributions

allows for further mathematical analysis of elephant flow handling without

the need for additional experiments.

2.3.4 Monte Carlo Simulation

Back to our definition of elephant flow loss uncertainty (Definition 3 TE

risk), we utilized the Monte Carlo simulation strategy to simulate the un-

certainty of the elephant flow loss rate for each TE method based on the

obtained empirical factor risk (i. e., constrains). The Monte Carlo approach

is a technique used to reproduce the stochastic behavior or assess a set of

uncertainty inputs of a deterministic model. Typically, it is impossible to

predict and determine all possible outcomes of a black box system [95] [41].

We utilized the Monte Carlo simulation process to generate multiple pre-

dicted scenarios by estimating the probability distribution of the stochastic

input parameters. The simulation process recurred hundreds or thousands

of times to produce possible scenarios or solutions with different proba-

bilities. Hence, we leveraged the simulation to predict the elephant flow

loss uncertainty for each TE method and estimate the significant loss for the

flows by calculating the value at risk. For this sake, we applied the gen-

erated samples of the available bandwidth beside the estimated error fac-

tors as the Monte Carlo simulation model inputs. Besides, our fundamental

equation (Equation 2.5) assumes various elephant flow demands and dura-

tions for more realistic results.
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LO = Du× (D el − (AV + ER)) (2.5)

Where LO is the predicted loss uncertainty, Du is the different dura-

tions of the evaluated elephant flows, D el is the elephant flow demands, as

shown in Table 2.3, Av is the available bandwidth, and ER is the error factor

variable.

Elephant flow Demand D el (MBps) Duration Du (sec.)
Large 1.25 100

Normal 1 0.75 85
Normal 2 0.5 65

Small 0.12 45

Table 2.3: Elephant flows evaluation parameters.

Note that the evaluation parameter (D el) is suggested based on how

TE methods detect and reschedule elephant flows. For instance, Hedera

reschedules elephant flows when reaching 10% of the total link capacity.

Thus, we use the most considerable elephant flow demand with 1.25 MBps,

which would be transferred at a rate of more than 10% of the total link

capacity (10 Mbps). As for the duration parameter Du, it has been suggested

to simulate different flow durations the suggested elephant flow demands

at a maximum of 100 sec. [77].

However, the empirical analysis is verified within one million Monte

Carlo simulation realizations. Thereafter, the simulation results will pro-

vide the whole estimation for the tested data, as shown in Table 2.4. Our

simulation model generates two types of samples (i. e., passed and lost

samples) based on the simulated parameters and the risk factors. Our anal-

ysis considers the lost samples to estimate the uncertainty value of the ele-

phant flow blockage rate measured in MBps, which describes the network
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losing rate in the DCN life span. However, the ECMP method achieved

the worst loss probability (62.83%) since it does not provide any kind of

handling for elephant flows scheduling; this increases the chance of flows

collisions. In Hedera, however, the elephant flow detection and rerouting

process decreased losses to some extent by 56.76% only. In the fully SDN

method (PureSDN), the loss probability becomes much better by 44.43%.

Since the measure elephant flow will be guaranteed the best available band-

width path. But at the expense of the mice flows, in the case of the wildcard

rule, or at the expense of increasing the pressure on the SDN controller to

handle each flow individually.

The testbed environment includes a K− 4 fat-tree DCN topology ruining

in mininet as a real-time network emulator with the OpenFlow protocol 1.3.

The topology has 16 hosts connected to 24 OpenFlow switches with a link

capacity set to 10 Mbps. The DCN deployment has been performed into

a commodity PC with an Intel Core i5-8400 2.80 GHz CPU, 16 GB RAM

running Ubuntu 16.04. The Monte Carlo simulation has been implemented

as an R script and runs into a Windows 10 PC with an Intel Core i7-5500U

2.40 GHz CPU and 12 GB RAM.

TE method Elephant flow loss uncertainty
Hedera 56.76%
ECMP 62.83%

PureSDN 44.43%

Table 2.4: Distribution statistics of the tested methods.

2.3.5 Distribution Shape Analysis

To perform the Value at Risk (VaR) analysis for the obtained results, we

present the histograms of elephant flow loss uncertainty for each TE method
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Figure 2.6: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation for Hedera elephant flow
loss rate.

to figure out the variations of the values. The analysis outcome of the model

is represented by histograms (Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8) of the predicted ele-

phant flow loss uncertainty produced from employing each TE method.

The current histograms do not follow a particular type of known prob-

ability distribution. Still, we can indicate that they have a heavy left-hand

tail and unsteady proceed to the long right-hand tail. Common distribution

shape measurements were calculated for a better understanding of the loss

rate behavior, such as skewness and kurtosis, as shown in Table 2.5.

TE method Mean Median Skewness Kurtosis
Hedera 42.16 33.15 0.5026271 -1.130097
ECMP 44.95 35.70 0.4955835 -1.144383

PureSDN 37.93 29.75 0.4590237 -1.191083

Table 2.5: Descriptive statistics of the tested methods histograms.

The calculated mean values (blue line) precede the median values (red

line); the skewness values indicate that all methods follow positive skew-

ness and are right-skewed. In this case, the right-hand tail of the histograms
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Figure 2.7: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation for ECMP elephant flow
loss rate.
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Figure 2.8: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation for PureSDN elephant
flow loss rate.
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will be longer than the left-hand tail, which means most of the data will be

on the left-hand tail. Consequently, the length of the tail may affect consid-

ering the average value as the expected value of the loss rate. We obtained

kurtosis degrees for each histogram to identify which one produces more

outlier values. We found that the histograms follow the platykurtic distri-

bution since the kurtosis is negative compared with the Normal distribu-

tion. Hence, the expected behavior for the algorithms is to produce fewer

outliers values.

2.3.6 Value at Risk (VaR) Analysis

Monte Carlo simulation is considered the best method to estimate the value

at risk [45]. We utilized VaR to indicate the expected significant blocked ele-

phant flow rate based on the Monte Carlo simulation results. Even though

the histograms and the statistics provide comparative information about

the behavior of the model and the loss rate prediction, Value at Risk (VaR)

analysis could deliver a more profound analysis based on some confidence

level [91]. Note that the blocked rate of elephant flow represents the num-

ber of bytes per second throttled in the DCN fabrics DCN adopted such TE

method.

In this research, the chosen confidence level was 95% since outlier re-

sults would appear with a more significant percentage. We calculated the

confidence level by considering the quantile function (Equation 2.6).

VaR = −µnv + φ−1 × (1− uc)σnv (2.6)
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Figure 2.9: Different confidence levels of VaR analysis.

Where µn is the mean of the prediction values (nv), φ is the standard

Normal distribution function, σn is the standard deviation of the values,

and (1− uc) is used for the chosen confidence level.

As depicted in Figure 2.9, the loss rate in PureSDN is the lowest, with

87 MBps compared with Hedera and ECMP, which were 97 MBps and 102

MBps, respectively. Mainly, these values represent the maximum loss rate

value of the elephant flows over the DCN production lifespan.

2.3.7 Risk as Expected of Elephant Flows Loss

Now, we answer the main question (Question 1): ”To what extent can dif-

ferent TE methods maintain elephant flow throughput during the production DCN

lifespan?”. To this end, we apply the obtaining results of the uncertainty and

significant losses into a single concept “expected loss of the event” introduced

in [41]. In our term of analysis, the expected loss is defined as the uncer-
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tainty of the elephant flow loss times the predicted significant loss. Table

2.6 shows the expected elephant loss for the examined TE methods.

TE method Loss uncertainty Significant loss Expected loss
Hedera 56.76% 97 MBps 55.05 MBps
ECMP 62.83% 102 MBps 64.08 MBps

PureSDN 44.43% 87 MBps 38.65 MBps

Table 2.6: The expected elephant loss for the examined TE methods.

In our research, however, there are two types of analysis as seen by

decision-makers, “risk neutral” and “risk averse,” as suggested by Douglas

W Hubbard in [41]. As proved in the Monte Carlo simulation, the elephant

flow loss event is highly expected DCN. This loss directly influences the

status of DCN applications in terms of flow completion time and through-

put. Therefore, we adopted a risk-averse analysis definition that reveals the

highly expected elephant flow loss by employing the TE method for flow

scheduling in the DCN. Thus, the decision-maker should be aware of those

risks. On the other hand, the risk-neutral analysis of the uncertainty and

losses will be defined as expected outcomes with a certain average weight.

Table 2.6 even remarks that the range of optimization in elephant flow

loss reduction uncertainty is about 18% between the thoroughly hashing-

based ECMP and full SDN-based in PureSDN. Hence, developing a flow

scheduling method should balance the cost of monitoring and scheduling

and the expected elephant flow loss.

2.4 Conclusion

This thesis proposed a novel risk analysis framework for elephant flows

scheduling inside the DCN based on existing SDN-based TE methods. We
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empirically designed, implemented, and analyzed a risk analysis frame-

work for existing TE methods based on multiple stochastic workloads and

traffic patterns to predict the value at risk of the elephant flow loss rate. The

evaluation considered the proper probability distribution functions for the

proposed risk factors of the loss rate for Hedera, ECMP, and PureSDN. The

proposed evaluation model has been built based on Monte Carlo simulation

as a value at risk analysis model. The evaluation included estimating the

probability distribution for risk factors based on the Kolmogorov Smirnov

and Anderson-Darling tests. Finding the probability distribution of such al-

gorithms helps further mathematical analysis regarding elephant flow han-

dling without conducting more practical experiments. The probability of

elephant flow losses showed that Hedera achieved 56.76% with 97 MBps

maximum expected loss, ECMP is 62.83% with 102 MBps, and PureSDN is

44.43% with 87 MBps, respectively. Hence, the design and development of

the TE methods required proper awareness in terms of elephant flow risk

analysis. Besides, the analysis built upon real DCN workloads making it

suitable to provide a quantitative benchmark for any TE method. Further-

more, our proposed analysis contributed to the term of DCN SLA by pre-

dicting the adopted flow scheduling productivity regarding elephant flows.

However, more research is needed to investigate the elephant flow be-

havior for different TE methods such as Markov approximation strategy

[33] [32], in addition to machine learning different methods [80] [107].



Chapter 3

Adaptive SDN Load Balancing

Framework

“Everything is theoretically
impossible, until it is done.”

Robert A. Heinlein (1907-1988)

3.1 Introduction

In contemporary DCN, the research community has focused on flow schedul-

ing and traffic load balancing leveraging SDN and OpenFlow protocol [19]

[96]. Nevertheless, several issues need to be addressed when applying SDN

solutions to DCN load balancing. For instance, the central SDN controllers

can handle only a specified number of packet in requests per second. On

the other hand, the TCAM (Ternary Content-Addressable Memory) space

limitations of OpenFlow switches affect the flow entries that the controller

can handle. As for decision making, frequent elephant flow rerouting may

45
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degrade the TCP performance through packet reordering, not to mention

the increased complexity of the flow scheduling calculation. Furthermore,

the DCN flows’ demand cannot be predicted in advance to obtain a suitable

route without the cooperation of other devices such as sFlow [90], or even

the end-hosts [44].

Elephant flows typically try to make full use of the link capacity. Con-

sequently, mice flows could suffer from real-time latency [31]. According

to research, any delay in the response time of DCN applications has a sig-

nificant impact on the user experience [69]. For example, by increasing the

flow delay by 400 ms, Google discovered that daily searches were reduced

by 0.6 percent [15].

The general design of the DCN network topologies includes multi-rooted

trees that provide multiple paths between each pair of hosts. Accordingly,

the challenge here is to identify the suitable path for the flows according to

the current load of the path and avoid traffic congestion and potential con-

flicts. As proved in Chapter 2, the ECMP or even Hedera scheduling will

cause traffic congestion with a significant elephant flow loss risk and bursty

DCN traffic.

The first part of our work is to permit the elephant flows to use total

bisection bandwidth before entering the DCN edge switches to the prede-

fined congestion state. This thesis explores how the flow-based load balanc-

ing scheme delivers better Flow Completion Time (FCT) with a minimum

elephant flow loss rate. Therefore, the Thesis questions are:

(1) How to schedule the flows to improve DCN performance, such as

mice flow FCT and reduce the elephant flow losing risk.
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(2) Does 1:1 sampling between ECMP and the SDN controller necessarily

lead to significant packet loss in mice flows and affect the elephant

flows throughput due to flow collisions?

(3) Does the additional computation complexity to detect and reschedule

elephant flows necessarily lead to a significant delay in the packet in

handler?

(4) Can we introduce a deployable, light, and yet effective load balancing

technique that works in symmetric and asymmetric DCN topology

using the SDN concept without altering network components or TCP

packets?

(5) How to secure the DCN bisection bandwidth even with defective links?

Methods have been already appeared in the literature to deal with load bal-

ancing problems and flow scheduling dilemmas. Still, they lacked a com-

plete picture of elephant flows losing rate, or even based on altering net-

work packets or components to detect elephant flows or failed links. To

address these questions, we divided the thesis into two sub-theses.

3.2 Research Motivation

DCN topology is typically designed with multi-rooted layers and multiple

paths between each pair of hosts [27]. As a result, finding a suitable path

is difficult because avoiding congestion necessitates taking into account the

current load besides potential flows conflicts. The motivation example, de-

picted in Figure 3.1, shows a K − 4 Fat-tree DCN contains shuffle commu-

nication patterns regardless of the flow size. Two senders, H1 and H3, con-
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Figure 3.1: Motivation example on flow collisions inside K− 4 fat-tree DCN
explains flow collisions yielded as a result of static hashing based routing
employed by ECMP.

nected to pod 1 initiate two mice flows to H11 in pod 3. It was assumed

that there was an elephant flow in the background transferring data from

H4 to H9. Using ECMP only in such a scenario results in several collisions,

as illustrated in Figure 3.1, because it employs scheduling based on static

hashing of the packet header where congestion occurs due to overburdened

links. This sort of congestion will profoundly diminish QoS [15] of mice

flows. As a result, deploying applications in DCN using ECMP does not

ensure QoS due to data loss and re-transmissions. Flow contentions and

bottlenecks, on the other hand, are unavoidable [90]. Hence, rescheduling

flows from one path to another solely based on flow bandwidth consump-

tion, as in Hedera [27], may result in another type of congestion and flow

completion delay. Therefore, improving QoS in DCN necessitates taking

into account the characteristics of both flow classes and the network situa-

tion.
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3.3 Literature Review

We organize the studies that appeared in the flow scheduling literature into

two categories. One for the central solutions resides in the control plane,

while the other for the studies that involve the DCN data plane in the oper-

ations of flow scheduling.

3.3.1 Central Solutions

Several studies have emerged dealing with flow scheduling in DCN. Known

solutions such as Hedera [27] and Mahout [19] worked on rescheduling ele-

phant flows based on central SDN controller, but with different elephant

flow detection mechanisms. Devoflow proposed in [20] provides a flow

control mechanism in DCNs by rerouting elephant flows with more signifi-

cant sizes than 1 MB. However, Devoflow did not show the elephant flows

scheduling effect on the FCT measurements of mice flows. MiceTrap [92] is

a mice flows detection and scheduling algorithm based on finding underuti-

lized paths. Nevertheless, the authors did not consider elephant attributes

and their impacts on mice flow completion time. Yazidi et al. [102] classified

links into hot and cold links to reschedule the detected elephant flows to the

least congested links. Still, the controller overhead of the proposed mech-

anism is remarkably high since it requires monitoring the demands of all

DCN flows. L2RM framework proposed in [101] to balance the load in fat-

tree DCN topology. L2RM controller maintains three tables for each switch

to save routes information, traffic loads, and flow entries. L2RM invokes

a rerouting mechanism on a threshold of 25% of the utilization deviation

value. L2RM treats both flows classes similarly.
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3.3.2 Distributed Solutions

Distributed solutions aim to overcome the control overhead. In this context,

a fine granularity has been introduced by flowlet, a data unit defined in [48]

as a packet burst. Flowlet is leveraged in CONGA [9] to obtain optimal flow

scheduling in leaf-spine DCN by applying leaf switches to feedback on con-

gestion metrics. Nevertheless, CONGA requires custom switches based on

Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Wang et al. [100] employed

end-hosts to detect elephant flows to be scheduled by the controller. The re-

maining flows on the switches, on the other hand, are scheduled by ECMP.

End-hosts are used by BLEND [55] to track all outgoing elephant flows and

to select paths for the remaining flows locally. Modifying the kernel of the

end-host is not a viable solution. Afek et al. [3] proposed a sampling tech-

nique that makes use of the OpenFlow group feature. The authors man-

age to preserve the flows information into a data structure in the controller

to follow the total counter of each flow. Besides, a unique flow entry for a

prospect elephant flow will be established after passing a predefined thresh-

old. As an effect, the controller will be concerned with more processing.

Tang et al. [90] proposed a flow classification model for both mice and

elephant flows by sampling packet-in packet of each flow to recognize aggre-

gated flow category. Accordingly, such a solution is presented to misclas-

sification. Hermes [108] is a congestion-aware load balancing technique.

Hermes proactively schedules flows when congestion or failure occurs. For

congestion detection, the method relies on ECN (Explicit Congestion Notifi-

cation) and RTT (Round-Trip Time). Despite the fact that Hermes is deploy-

able because it does not require any hardware changes, all DCN end-hosts

must participate in the sensing method. As a result, the sensing approach
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cannot be implemented without end-host visibility. CAPS [37] is an end-

host-based congestion-aware technique. The solution includes three mod-

ules: a packet encoder and decoder on each DCN host and a packet spray-

ing module on the ToR switch based on Random Packet Spraying (RPS).

Traffic flows are divided into mice and elephant flows, with elephants being

scheduled to specific paths using ECMP and mice being scatted to all avail-

able paths based on RPS. Aside from RPS capable switches, this technique

necessitates changes to end-hosts. Luopan [99] is a distributed congestion

aware approach based on sampling routing paths between ToR switches to

direct flowcels to the least congested path. The method operates at flowcel

granularity with a 64KB threshold. Therefore, the end-host NIC must be

managed in order to generate flowcels.

Path sampling, on the other hand, is accomplished through packet prop-

ping, which necessitates TCP/IP modification. In [53], Levi et al. proposed

an elephant flow detection and rerouting method. The DCN topology path

diversity is utilized to reroute elephant flows on less congested shortest and

non-shortest paths. The method is primarily based on Hedera’s strategy for

scheduling initial flows via proactive paths (ECMP). Following that, ele-

phant flows exceeding 10% of the link capacity are rerouted based on a con-

gestion threshold. The best path is then chosen based on the path conges-

tion rank and the estimated path delays. Although the proposed method

improved elephant flow latency, it did not investigate the average overall

FCT.
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3.4 Our SDN TE Solutions

In this research, we investigate the possibility of introducing a deployable,

light, yet effective load balancing technique that works based on the SDN

concept only without altering the network components or TCP packets. We

propose Sieve, in which we leveraged the OpenFlow protocol group table

to form a sampling strategy at the edge switches of the DCN topology. The

main objective of the flow samplings technique is to reduce the number of

installed flow entry rules since a fraction of flows will be handled by proac-

tive paths (ECMP-based), and the SDN controller will manage the rest. In

Sieve, we resolve the expected bottlenecks by frequently rescheduling the

fraction of elephant flows detected on edge switches to balance the elephant

flows among the available paths. Furthermore, we propose Oddlab, a novel

SDN TE solution to detect and avoid the expected faulty links in DCN. In

Oddlab, we adopted the idea to schedule the flows to the least number of

active elephant flows without frequent elephant flow rerouting. In Odd-

lab, we maintain the number of installed flow entry rules without tracking

and rescheduling the elephant flows. As a result, Oddlab is designed to be

served efficiently in both symmetric and asymmetric fat-tree DCN topology.

However, we define the deployment cost of SDN-based flow schedul-

ing solutions by the needed amount of altering (i.e., hosts or switches) or

adding (i.e., sFlow sampling or distributed controllers) to the main com-

ponents of the DCN. In Sieve and Oddlab, we only leveraged the global

network visibility at a single and central SDN controller to fulfill effectual

flow scheduling solutions, including faulty link awareness. Thus, the esti-

mated cost of deployment is equal to a single SDN controller and commod-

ity OpenFlow switches hardware.
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3.5 Sieve Framework Design Aspects

This section discussed the Sieve main design aspects, starting with problem

formulation and Sieve model description.

DCN is modelled as directed graph G = (V, E), where V is defined

as set of the nodes V = {v0, v1, ..., vn} and E as set of the directed edges

E = {e0, e1, ..., en}. Network flows are routed between every source s ∈ V

and target t ∈ V with a path P = (v0, v1, ..., vn), ∀v ∈ V. A directed graph

defined the flow network as G = (V, E, c), where each edge (u, v) ∈ E

has capacity c(u, v). The network flow problem can be classified into two

types based on their demands (i. e., commodities): single commodity and

multi-commodity. There are only single sources and targets (s, t) in single

commodity flow, where s, t ∈ V, and s 6= t. On the other hand, multi-

commodity flow contains set of commodities originated from set of (si, ti),

where (si, ti) ∈ V.

In Sieve, however, we define two significant problems, including initial

flow scheduling and elephant flows rescheduling to resolve the predicted

bottlenecks on DCN edge switches:

Definition 6. Problem (Sieve Adaptive Flow Scheduling (SAFS)): Given a

multi-commodity DCN flow G = (V, E, b), where each edge (u, v) ∈ E has avail-

able bandwidth b(u, v), the goal is to choose the path with minimum statistic costs

from Vs to Vt that contains the maximum residual bandwidth.

Note 7. the minimum statistics costs refer to the obtained residual bandwidth that

costs only one loop over the monitored edges per polling interval (Pr).

Definition 8. Problem (Sieve Elephant Flow Rescheduling (SEFR)): Given a

multi-commodity DCN flow G = (V, E, El e), with a certain number of active
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elephant flows El e(u, v) at the edge switches, the objective is to resolve the path

bottleneck by detecting and rescheduling a set of elephant flows each with the source

and the destination (with flow rate > 50 Kbps) to other available paths from Vs to

Vt.

3.5.1 Problem Formulation

In general, the routing problem in flows assignment should satisfy four con-

strains: (i) the throughput of all flows routed on a link should not exceed

its capacity c(u, v); (ii) the number of flows entering a node v equals the

flows that exit from the same node; (iii) A flow must leave its source node

completely; (iv) A flows must enter its target node completely. The load bal-

ancing dilemma is based on scheduling set of flows f ei(u, v) over the edge

(u, v) among all links’ capacity c(u, v) evenly, as shown in link utilization

U(u, v) Equation 3.1. Were (u, v) ∈ E, kc the set of commodities defined

by kci = (si, ti, Di), si the source, and ti the target, Di the demand for the

commodity i.

U(u, v) =

kc

∑
i=1

f ei(u, v).Di

c(u, v)
(3.1)

The obvious solution for this problem is accomplished by minimizing

the maximum utilization for the links Umax. The demands Di for each com-

modity is not consistent, and it is costly to monitor it to deliver better uti-

lization. Since there is a cost t(u, v). f (u, v) when scheduling and monitoring

each flow on (u, v). Consequently, we intend to minimize the flow schedul-

ing cost f cost (Equation 3.2) by employing the ECMP flow hashing method

and the SDN controller based on the power of two choices concept [63].
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f cost = Min ∑
(u,v)∈E

(t(u, v)
ks

∑
i=1

f ei(u, v)) (3.2)

However, the process of choosing a particular path p = (v1, v2, ..., vnp),

among np set of paths by the SDN controller for each pair of nodes should

satisfy the following constraints: (i) finding the path p with minimum edge

count (link e) ∀v ∈ V between sources and targets (s, t) in single commodity

flow, where s, t ∈ V, and s 6= t. (ii) the throughput of every link e should

not be less than link physical capacity C e (Equation 3.3), where l e is the

current link load, and C e is the physical link capacity; (iii) maximum path

P b residual bandwidth from source to target (Equation 3.4).

l e
C e

< C e (3.3)

P b = Max(C e− l e) (3.4)

To reduce the elephant flow rescheduling cost, only a fraction of them

will be rescheduled from path P1 to path P2. The condition of choosing the

nominated number of elephant flows relies on the following:

• Number of all installed elephant flows (El p1) with the byte size

( f low net ≥ 50 Kbps) on path El p1 >0.

• A load of the current path C p1 should be larger than the congestion

threshold Thr > 25% of link capacity, while the load of other path C p2

< 25% of link capacity (C e).

Different link occupation thresholds have been measured in our joint

work (Sieve [104]) based on the number of elephant flow detection mes-
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sages (OFPFlowStatsRequest) and the number of the rescheduling failure

message. This procedure has been taken to not overwhelm the SDN con-

troller by the number of elephant flows that must be rescheduled. Thus, the

threshold of 25% was found to be the most suitable value to deliver better

mice flow FCT with a reasonable number of rescheduled elephant flows. On

the other hand, finer granularity (such as 10%) would produce less elephant

flow rescheduling messages, but at the expense of high controller overhead

monitoring numerous elephant flows. Nevertheless, higher thresholds (i.

e., 50% and 75%) will decrease the total framework efficiency by reducing

the number of elephant flows managed by the controller.

However, the number of the rescheduled elephant flows will be calcu-

lated in Equation 3.5, as proposed by Maiass in our Sieve joint work [104].

Num redir EFlows = E count× E u
E c

(3.5)

Where E count represents the number of all elephant flows on the edge

port, E u is the current port utilization, and E c is the physical edge port

capacity. We illustrat the procedure of estimating the rescheduled elephant

flows as suggested by Maiass in Algorithm 1, lines (5-13) [104].

3.5.2 Adaptive Elephant Flow Rescheduling solution

In this thesis, we investigated the flow distribution scheme in DCN through

predefined flow paths at the DCN edge switches employing ECMP hash-

ing besides the SDN controller. Throughout conducting extensive experi-

ments on a wide range of traffic patterns with synthetic and realistic DCN

workloads. We found that the proposed method delivers noticeable im-

provements in bisection bandwidth, moderate link utilization. An average
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overall reduction in FCT, packet loss, average delay, and finally a better ele-

phant flows losing rate compared with standard ECMP [36] in addition to

dynamic SDN scheduling method such as PureSDN [59] and Hedera [27].

The main reason behind choosing flow sampling is that in addition to being

simple to achieve in the DCN switches, it speeds up the time response of

the DCN to the growing number of applications flows.

As for the adaptive flow scheduling by the SDN controller, Sieve effi-

ciently schedules DCN flows based on the available bandwidth of network

ports without altering the network components to improve the Flow Com-

pletion Time (FCT) of the mice flows. Figure 3.2 depicts the Sieve architec-

ture implemented in the SDN control plane and data plane.

At the DCN edge switches, we leveraged a distributed flow sampling

procedure by adopting a flow sampling technique (1:1). In this manner, a

portion of the flows will be forwarded through proactive paths leveraging

ECMP, and the rest of the flows are scheduled using the adaptive scheduling

method of the Sieve SDN controller. Periodically, the controller monitors the

congested edge switches looking for elephant flows to reschedule some of

them to other underutilized paths.

3.5.3 Flows Distribution at DCN Edge Switches

It is not feasible to leverage the SDN controller to compute a suitable path

for each flow in the network. We sample the incoming flows based on Open-

Flow SELECT group type with two buckets so that the packet in request of

a flow is either scheduled directly to the ECMP predefined path or sent to

the SDN controller. The select group can be defined with weighted buckets,

and each bucket can perform specific actions on the switch port (i.e., drop
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Figure 3.2: Sieve SDN architecture.

or forward the packets). As depicted in Figure 3.3, identical weights have

been set for the proactive path (ECMP table) and control handling.

At edge switches, we defined multiple flow entries including, direct flow

entries and polling flow entries. The direct flow entries contain the target

end-host’s IP address and the direct output port that connects the host di-

rectly to the edge switch. In contrast, the polling flow entry contains the

information of (Ip src, Ip dst, transport src prt, transport dst prt, and action:

the output of edge switch port). Subsequently, if the incoming packet did not

match any existing flow entries at the edge switch, it would be forwarded

dynamically to the controller or the ECMP table with uniform probability.

Theorem 9. Sieve 1:1 flow distribution at the DCN edge switches produces even

distribution between proactive paths (ECMP) and SDN controller.
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Figure 3.3: The sampling group entry at the edge switches.

Proof. To prove that the hashing-based packet allocation at the edge switches

produces an even flow distribution, we apply SUHA (Simple Uniform Hash-

ing Assumption) on the proposed sampling mechanism. As a result, a flow

cannot be allocated to both buckets at the same time. Equation 3.6 presents

the probability of the hashing function.

Pr(h(xs) = iv) =
1
z

(3.6)

Where h(xs) is the hashing function, iv is the index value (iv ∈ [0, z− 1]),

and z is the hashing locations (i.e., in our case z = 2). Accordingly, the up-

per bound of the flows allocated to ECMP bucket can be calculated as in

Equation 3.7 using Boole’s inequality.

Pro(ECMP receives ≥ w f lows) ≤
(

z
w

)
1

zw (3.7)
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The binomial combination ( z
w) represents the subset of the hashed flows

where every flow from set w will be sent to the ECMP bucket with the prob-

ability of 1
zw , as proven in [64] for the Balls-and-Bins model. Therefore, the

flows will be evenly distributed.

3.5.4 Edge Sampling Performs Under a Finite Systems

At the edges, we adapted two identical bucket-forwarding decisions. Ac-

cordingly, the incoming flows are independently hashed to the ECMP or

SDN controller uniformly. In particular, the flows are served based on the

first-in-first-out manner (FIFO) with an exponential distribution for the ser-

vice time of flows. This phenomenon is associated with the supermarket

model discussed in [63]. Hence, we utilize this model to provide a pre-

cise and systematic analysis of our flow sampling model behavior when the

number of flows tends to be significant ( f → ∞). We assume the following

parameters: the flows arrive at the DCN edge switches following a Poisson

process with a rate of λns, at the number of available forwarding choices (i.

e., servers) on the system ns =2 (SDN and ECMP), with dc = 2, the sampling

decisions. To obtain the expected waiting time of the flows beside the max-

imum queue length, Kurtz’s theorem for large numbers and Chernoff-like

bounds [63] are applied as follows:

Theorem 10. The anticipated time that the flow can wait at the DCN edge to get

forwarding service, whether with ECMP or Controller (dc = 2) over the period

[0, T] is limited to:
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∞

∑
f=1

λi
dc f−dc

dc−1 + O(1) (3.8)

Where O(1) depends on T and (λi = λns) states and represents the error

bound between the system’s state with a fixed number of the forwarding

choices ns and when it goes to infinity. Nonetheless, empirical simulations

revealed the same behavior even for small ns over time intervals as reported

in [63].

Theorem 11. The maximum initial queue length on the DCN edge switches with

(dc = 2) over the period [0, T] would be equals to:

log log ns
log dc

+ O(1) (3.9)

Our proposed method presents an exponential improvement in the wait-

ing time and the queue length. As a result, the ends of the queues will be

reduced doubly exponentially rather than singly exponentially when dc = 1

[63]. As a result, the central controller will not be overwhelmed with a vast

number of packet in requests. In this manner, the controller can handle the

flows precisely, and thus multiple applications can be performed in the con-

trol plane without excessive burden.

3.5.5 ECMP Proactive Scheduling

ECMP proved to be a fast flow scheduling technique since it spread the

flows across all the available paths without considering the path status.

Therefore, flows collisions frequently occur, causing packet losses with sig-

nificant delays in the flow completion time. We reduce such collisions and
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congestions by using the SDN controller’s efficient adaptive flow schedul-

ing.

For ECMP path implementation, we defined the SELECT group table

with two buckets on the DCN switches’ upstream side. For instance, on

the side of edge switches, when connected to the aggregate switches, we es-

tablished two buckets with actions (OUTPUTPORT:1 and OUTPUTPORT:2)

using identical bucket weights to balance the incoming flows between the

upstream ports evenly (Figure 3.3). Hence, the same procedure applied to

aggregate switches’ ports connected to the core switches on the upstream

ports (i.e., port 1 and port 2). Note that in fat-tree DCN topology, the DCN’s

downstream side traffic cannot be balanced since the link will be directly

connected to the destination end-host through the core switch, aggregate

switch until the edge switch. Accordingly, we defined flow entries with

fixed priority values for the directly connected subnetworks on the DCN

downstream ports (i.e., port 3 and port 4).

3.5.6 Detecting and Rescheduling Elephant Flows

To resolve the DCN bottleneck, Sieve tries to reschedule only a fraction of

elephant flows found the utilization ratio of any edge switch port below a

predefined threshold (25% of the link capacity) based on the obtained in-

formation of OFPPortStatsRequest function (Algorithm 1, line 2). Accord-

ingly, OFPFlowStatsRequest invoked to detect and count the elephant flows

that will be rescheduled. Firstly, only flow entries with data transfer speed

> 50 Kbps [11] will be counted as an elephant flow. Then, the redirected

flows will be counted based on the current port utilization (E u), as shown

in Algorithm 1, line 13. Therefore, the relationship of rescheduled elephant
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flows (num redir EFlows) with the port utilization E u will be direct; as the

utilization increases, the number of selected flows from that port increases.

Note 12. The adopted ECMP proactive scheduling reduces the number of redi-

rected elephant flows. Thus, reducing the burden on the SDN controller and di-

minishing the impact of elephant flow reschedulings such as TCP reordering and

packet losses.

Next, each elephant flow will be redirected according to the get best Path

function to ensure that each flow will get the best available bandwidth path

(Algorithm 1, lines 17 - 33). Finally, the new paths will be installed from end

to end across the DCN topology.

However, this solution discovers just a portion of the total DCN flows so

that a fraction of the flows are not sampled. Assuming that network flows

arrive at the DCN edges. According to the adopted flow sampling mecha-

nism, a portion of these flows will be scheduled based on ECMP, and the rest

will be scheduled based on Sieve adaptive scheduling. Let CF represent the

cumulative flow size for each flow in the network, t′ is the operation time

interval [0, t′], and NF is the total number of the network flows.
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Algorithm 1: Detect and reschedule elephant flows in Sieve [104].
Data: G= (V, E), F BW, Th, E u, min bw= E c, dpid list, max bw= 0, k,

shortest p= { }, PR, EF list= { }, Paths= { } , Portid list
Result: best p= [ ]

1 foreach Pr do
2 Function OFPPortStatsRequest(dpid list):
3 if (E uij < Th and i ∈ pdid list and j ∈ Portid list) then
4 Reschedule (i, j, E uij):

5 Function OFPFlowStatsRequest(i):
6 Reschedule (i, j, E uij):
7 E count = 08 for e in F list: do
9 f low net = f low byte / f low duration

10 if flow net ≥ 50 Kbps and Output port == j then
11 EF list← (f info)
12 E count++

13 num redir EFlows= E count × E u(i,j)
E c(i,j)

14 if num redir EFlows > 0 then
15 for f in (0, num redir Eflows) do
16 get best Path (G, i, f info, E uij, num redir EFlows)

17 Function get best Path(G, i, F info, U BW ij, num redir Eflows):
18 for P in Shortest P: do
19 if (link (P[i] P [i+1]) != j) then
20 Paths← (P)

21 else
continue

22 best p = get best Path by Bw(i, G, Paths, E uij)
23 return best p

24 Function get best Path by Bw(i, G, Paths, E uij)):
25 min bw= E c
26 max bw= E uij

27 for P in Paths do
28 min bw = bottleneck of path (G, P, min bw)

29 if (min bw > max bw and min bw - E uij > 1Mbps) then
30 max bw = min bw
31 best p = P

32 if (best p) then
33 return best p

34 else
35 ”No path met the conditions”
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Theorem 13. The cumulative flows size sampled by the controller is approaching

the half of the total size of flows in the DCN as (t′ → ∞):

i.e., lim
t′→∞

nc(t′) cc(t′)→ NF
2

CF, where nc(t′) is the number of sampled flows by

the controller over the time interval [0, t′], and cc(t′) is the cumulative flow size

for each flow sampled by the controller over the time interval [0, t′].

Proof. Mitigating the load on the controller is our aim so that it will not

be overwhelmed by samples. Let us assume a probabilistic scheme by ap-

plying the strong law of large numbers. In this context, each flow has a

probability of being sampled by the controller (p c) or scheduled by ECMP

(p e). To denote the event of sampling the first packet by the controller, we

use I c = 1 with probability p c; in contrast, I e = 1 with probability p e

indicates the event of ECMP based scheduling. Thus, the expected number

of the sampled flows by the controller is E[I c] = p c, and similarly the ex-

pected number of the flows scheduled based on ECMP is E[I e] = p e. Note

that the variances of these values are equal to Equation 3.10 and Equation

3.11, respectively:

V[I c] = p c(1− p c) (3.10)

V[I e] = p e(1− p e) (3.11)

The cumulative size of the sampled flows resulting from the proposed

sampling process is, regardless of whether these flows are mice or elephants,

represented in Equation 3.12 for cumulative flows sampled on the controller

(cc) and Equation 3.13 for cumulative flows sampled on ECMP (ce). Where

ne is the number of sampled flows by ECMP, nc is the number of sampled

flows by controller, and D denotes the flow demand:
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cc =
nc

∑
f=1

I cD f (3.12)

ce =
ne

∑
f=1

I eD f (3.13)

By applying the strong law of large numbers, the expected number of

the network flows on each hashing decision (i. e., ECMP or controller) will

tend to become closer to the expected value and distributed equally over

them. Hence, the the total cumulative size of the flows (i. e., CF = cc + ce)

is determined by the number of sampled flows
(NF

2

)
. Since the majority of

DCN bytes come from elephant flows [77]. Therefore, Sieve can manipulate

half of the elephant flows transferred data between DCN end-hosts. Thus,

flow conflicts and congestion due to the sole dependence on ECMP can be

mitigated. As a result, the number of flow entries managed by the controller

will be reduced to half in long-term operation, regardless of rescheduled

elephant flows.

Theorem 14. Active elephant flows monitoring and redirecting based on the edge

switches links is enough to produce less packet loss and reduce the FCT of the mice

flows.

Proof. The many-to-one connection is a pervasive communication pattern

inside the data center network. This phenomenon essentially occurred in-

side the aggregate layer switches when multiple edges attached to a single

switch in the aggregate layer and produced overflow queening congestions.

The elephant flows consume most of the bandwidth of the link. Accord-
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ingly, in each link, the max-min allocation in TCP congestion control tries to

maximize the amount of allocated bandwidth to the elephant flows at the

expense of the mice flows.

(a) Sieve adaptive scheduling.

(b) Hedera (Global First Fit).

Figure 3.4: Example of the difference between the adopted elephant flow
rescheduling procedure on link X in Sieve using link bandwidth occupa-
tion, in Figure 3.4 a, and employing flow size as threshold utilized in Hed-
era as depicted in Figure 3.4 b .
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Now, assume two links (X and Y) receive several mixed flows with ar-

rival rate according to the Poisson process (λ). For illustration, the link X

will be demonstrated with four flows (three mice flows and one elephant

flow). The first three flows arrived and served in the first three sec.; then,

the elephant flow begins the slow starting phase at the third second as de-

picted in Figure 3.4 (a and b).

In the case of Sieve, we define polling rates p1, p2, ... to monitor the load

on the edge switches. Once the occupation rate on an edge switch port of

link X below 25% of the total capacity, the controller starts to detect elephant

flows on it. Therefore, during the polling rates p1 and p2, the controller

only saves the total load values on X into the network graph. During p3,

the occupation reaches the threshold, so the elephant flow detection module

discovers the elephant flow, and it tries to reschedule it to another link with

better bandwidth, i.e., Y, during p4 as shown in Figure 3.4 a. Consequently,

some bandwidth will be available for the current and upcoming mice or

elephant flows.

On the other hand, Hedera monitors all flows at edge switches to de-

tect the elephant flows. The elephant flows detection is based on exceeding

10% of link capacity. Therefore, in one Gbps capacity link, the elephant

flow must occupy more than 100 Mbps. Hence, in the co-existing of many

elephant flows whose consumptions are below 10% of the link capacity for

each, the link will be saturated before elephant flows are appropriately de-

tected and rescheduled. Thus, mice flows will suffer from latency, and their

FCT will increase as a result. As depicted in Figure 3.4, every mice flow

scheduled by ECMP after t7 will be exposed to significant delay or even

be lost since the elephant flows have already overtaken the link capacity.

Furthermore, Sieve invokes the elephant flow rescheduling only when a
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link occupation approaches a predefined threshold of its capacity. Besides,

we sample a portion of the flows. As a result, the monitoring and detection

burden is reasonable. In contrast, Hedera monitors the consumption of each

flow to invoke the rescheduling procedure.

3.6 Oddlab: Adaptive flow scheduling based on

the active elephant flows inside DCN topol-

ogy.

To achieve better FCT, Sieve [104] attempted to reroute the fraction of ele-

phants on an edge switch when this switch reaches a specific load thresh-

old to a different path based on the residual bandwidth. In this mechanism,

however, the new path could also have some new arrived flows that will

grow in the accumulative size to be new elephant flows, which will produce

further congestion and flows contention. Roy et al. [77] found that the long-

lived TCP flows (elephant flows) in Facebook DCN are not so heavy over

long periods; hence, frequent elephant rerouting could bewilder to various

TE approaches. Moreover, one of the most crucial issues in DCN fabrics is

the links failures [29]. Consequently, it is not easy to maintain the symmet-

ric situation for the duration of the network operations. In this thesis, we

propose Oddlab, a heuristic and dynamic TE approach to load balance the

traffic of DCN based on a centralized SDN controller. Oddlab differs sig-

nificantly from our previously flow scheduling method (Sieve) in two main

aspects.
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(1) In addition to flow sampling at edge switches of the DCN (1:1 sam-

pling between ECMP and SDN controller), We use the number of ac-

tive flow entries relating to the elephant flows [59] besides the residual

bandwidth the path to define the best path. Accordingly, we achieve

fewer installed flow entries by edge sampling and forward the incom-

ing flow to the less overloaded path, even if not the shortest one.

(2) Oddlab detects and avoids the faulty links inside the DCN and reroutes

the elephant flows from the affected paths to deliver high availability.

However, Oddlab includes several stages. The controller starts to learn

the topology and indicates the shortest paths between the edge host of the

DCN that connects directly to the end-hosts. Then, periodically, the con-

troller monitors the DCN links to determine residual bandwidth and the

number of the installed flow entries active elephant flows. Compared to

Sieve [104], Oddlab leverages the number of effective elephant flows inside

the DCN to predict the future state of the path. Therefore, Oddlab elimi-

nates the need to redirect elephant flows frequently to achieve better FCT

values.

The overall aim of Oddlab is to deliver a deployable, light, and yet effec-

tive load balancing framework that works based on SDN in symmetric and

asymmetric DCN topology without altering network components or TCP

packets. We will introduce our proposed model for detection the faulty

links in Chapter 4.

In Oddlab, we defined our problem for the initial flow scheduling to

avoid elephant flow rerouting as follows:

Definition 15. Problem (Oddlab Adaptive Flow Scheduling (OAFS): Given a

multi-commodity DCN flow G = (V, E, b, El e), where each edge (u, v) ∈ E has
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available bandwidth b(u, v) besides the number of active elephant flow El e(u, v),

the goal is to choose the path from Vs to Vt that contains the minimum number of

elephant flow with maximum residual bandwidth.

3.6.1 Oddlab: Problem Formulation

The process of choosing the path should be efficient so that no rerouting is

needed frequently to handle the congestions. Thus, in Oddlab and based on

the multi-commodity problem, we aim to find the least congested path so

that the maximum flow cumulative throughput total thr for each non-fixed

demand Di commodities kc, as accomplished in Equation 3.14.

total thr = Max
ks

∑
i=1

Di (3.14)

The process of path p choices by the SDN controller for each pair of

nodes satisfying the following constraints: (i) the throughput l e/C e of ev-

ery link e between aggregate and the core switch layer should not be less

than (potential link failure ratio) h th (Equation 3.15), where l e is the cur-

rent load, and C e is the physical link capacity; (ii) the path should have the

minimum number elephant flows P el out of all available paths’ elephant

flows El e (Equation 3.16); (iii) maximum path P b residual bandwidth from

source si to target ti (Equation 3.17).

l e
C e

6 h th (3.15)

P el = Min(El e) (3.16)
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P b = Max(C e− l e) (3.17)

The first constraint is to detect the potential link failure at core links so

that the path with this link will be avoided 1. This restriction is based on

the DCN utilization status, determined by the edge switch load odds ratio.

Secondly, instead of estimating each incoming flow’s demand (Di), Oddlab

will filter the path with the least number of elephant flows. So that the

elephant flow collisions are avoided as possible. The third constraint states

that the chosen path p has the maximum residual bandwidth among all the

available paths pn.

3.6.2 Complexity Analysis

Both problems of initial Sieve and Oddlab (SAFS in Definition 6 and OAFS

in Definition 15) try to find the best path for the incoming flows. Hence, we

combined them as a related problem to prove them as NP-complete prob-

lems. We need to construct a special case of the problems with a particu-

lar structure and reduce it to a known NP-hard problem. The other prob-

lem (SEFR) will be considered through the actual data transferring period

[τ, 1 + τ].

Theorem 16. Both SAFS and OAFS are NP-complete.

Proof. Both problems have the same decision problem: For SAFS, given G =

(V, E, b), is there a set of paths (SET) between Vs and Vt that maintains the

best bandwidth b for each flow demand earlier than t? Given such a set of

paths, it will be easy to verify their available bandwidth b and obtain the

1Oddlab link failure definition and detection model is introduced in Chapter 4
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maximum value among them so that the flow can avoid the most congested

path. Similarly, for OAFS, given G = (V, E, b, El e), is there a set of paths

(SET) between Vs and Vt that maintains the maximum residual bandwidth b

besides minimum elephant flows El e for each flow demand earlier than t?

Given such a set of paths will simplify the verification process of obtaining

and comparing the maximum residual bandwidth besides the minimum

active elephant flows values for each path to get the best available path. All

these operations can be done in nondeterministic polynomial time. Hence,

both SAFS and OAFS are in the class of NP.

Now we prove that both SAFS and OAFS are NP-hard. The special case

of both problems is related to the problem of single-sink unsplittable flow

problem (SSUSF), which is proved to be an NP-hard problem in [84]: given

a network graph G′(V′, E′) with limited bandwidth capacity on each edge

with a certain amount of demands Dj would like to be routed from source

node si to destination to a unique destination sink node t. The goal is to

maximize the flow route profit rj without exceeding the edge bandwidth

capacity constraints so that each routed flow will be placed at the best avail-

able path. Tow maximization standards have been identified in the SSUSF

problem: (i) maximizing the total number of the routed demands and (ii)

maximizing the throughput of the satisfied routed demands. Our proof is

based upon the SSUSF throughput instance to find a different set of paths

from to t with the maximum bandwidth that is not exceeding the edge ca-

pacity for each flow demand (i. e., rj = dj). Likewise, finding a solution

for the SSUSF throughput instance can solve both SAFS and OAFS with the

same structure. This problem conversions can be done in polynomial time.

Thus, SAFS is an NP-complete problem.
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Furthermore, the OAFS problem of finding the path that holding min-

imum active elephant flows and best residual bandwidth is similar to the

convex optimization problem: which is a minimizing function f c(x r) has

the objective to find x r ∈ feasible set CR that minimizes f c(x r) subject

to other constraint functions [14]. This mathematical problem is proved to

be an NP-hard problem in general [72]. We can transfer the OAFS prob-

lem into a convex optimization problem in polynomial time. Suppose we

can find a set of different paths from source node s to destination sink t

in a graph G(V, E) with minimum active elephant flows (convex function)

and bounded by the maximum residual bandwidth of each path (constraint

function). In that case, we can assign the best available path with minimum

flow scheduling cost. Since both functions can be done in polynomial time,

therefore, OAFS is an NP-complete problem.

Theorem 17. SEFR is NP-complete.

Proof. The decision of the SEFR problem is: Given a multi-commodity DCN

flow graph G = (V, E, El e), with a certain number of active elephant flows

El e(u, v) at the edge switches, is there a strategy to select at least fraction

of these flows and reschedule them to other available paths from Vs to Vt

successfully within time slot [τ, 1+ τ]? For each rescheduled elephant flow,

a list of all available paths between the Vs and Vt each with a residual band-

width. This process can be verified by checking if the new reserved band-

width can handle the new flow without affecting the current flows within

the time interval. Then, it will be easy to count and reschedule only a frac-

tion of the flows from the bottlenecked port based on the number of total
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elephant flows found on the bottlenecked edge to its residual bandwidth

and total capacity. Thus, SEFR in the NP class.

SEFR problem is the same as the NP-hard problem (Vehicle Reschedul-

ing Problem (VRSP)), which is defined based on graph G(V, E) to find a new

route for the vehicles of capacity Q that minimize the total scheduling cost

from Vs to Vt [88]. Suppose we know a solution for the VRSP by naming the

new feasible path that can handle the rerouted vehicles and minimize the

total scheduling cost; we have the solution for SEFR with a particular case

and vice versa. This conversion can be done in polynomial time; therefore,

SEFR is in the NP-hard problem, and since SEFR is in the class of NP, it is

NP-complete.

3.6.3 Oddlab SDN-based Adaptive Model

One of the Oddlab objectives is to identify the potential faulty links based

on DCN traffic only. To achieve such a mission, we observe and corre-

late two subsequent events inside DCN between the edge switches (traf-

fic source) and core switches (intermediate nodes). The first event includes

the DCN utilization state estimation, calculated based on the traffic pass-

ing through both upstream ports of the edge switches. The second event

involves presence of core switches links within an underutilized state (i. e.,

passing throughput less than the predefined threshold). We leave the de-

tails of detecting the faulty links to Chapter 4.
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3.6.4 Oddlab Adaptive Flow Scheduling

The adaptive method enhances the scheduling performance by avoiding

hashing collisions and choosing the best paths with minimum flow entries

for active elephant flows besides better residual bandwidth. Consequently,

we define the flow entries with 5-tuple < IP protocol, src port, src

IP, dst port, and dst IP > based on OpenFlow protocol. The Oddlab

controller reacts in two ways to the packet in requests based on the es-

timated Odds value of the edge switches. Accordingly, when the DCN

is not fully utilized (i,e., Odds 6 1), the packet in reaction regarding the

best path will be based on finding the path with less installed elephant

flows and high available bandwidth as shown in Algorithm 3. In this case,

the max f num o f path from Algorithm 5 and bottleneck o f path in Algo-

rithm 2 will be invoked to indicate the best available path between end-

hosts (best path). To estimate the number of the active elephant flows, flow

entry statistics obtained from the EventOFPFlowStatsReply function will

be collected and stored into the graph G = (V, E). Later, only flow en-

tries with data transfer speed > 50 Kbps [59] will be counted as an ac-

tive elephant flow entry ( f num). To obtain the active elephant flows, we

manage to calculate each flow byte consumption ( f low byte) and divide

it by the duration of that flow ( f low duration) [59]. So that each link e

∈ G(V, E) will have the number of active elephant flows ( f num). In this

step, the path containing the minimum active flows will be considered the

best path. Next, as explained in Algorithm 2, the free bandwidth values

( f ree bw) of all paths gathered and stored into the graph G = (V, E) based

on the OFPPortStatsRequest function. Finally, the adaptive flow schedul-

ing method will choose the path with the least active elephant flows and
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the lightest loaded as the best path. This method will ensure that each flow

(regardless of the flow demand) will get the best possible path (best path),

but not necessarily the shortest. Consequently, most flows will not be ag-

glomerated into a single short path. Accordingly, in Oddlab, the flow load

balancing equation is as follows (Equation 3.18):

U(u, v) =

kc

∑
i=1

f ei(u, v)

m f (u, v).(mb(u, v))
(3.18)

Where m f presents the max f num o f path between u and v node, and

mb is the bottleneck o f path value between the same nodes.

Compared with Sieve, Oddlab leverages the number of effective ele-

phant flows inside the DCN to predict the future state of the path. There-

fore, Oddlab eliminates the need to redirect elephant flows frequently to

achieve better FCT values.

3.7 Complexity Evaluation

We estimate the time and space complexity of Oddlab and Sieve by consid-

ering the worst-case scenarios regarding DCN density (number of monitor-

ing switch ports k) and the average number of elephant flows |El e| inside

the DCN traffic. Our main proactive method built upon ECMP hashing

is determined locally at the data plane level of DCN switches. Therefore,

the ECMP time complexity ECMP is O(1). In Oddlab, the primary adap-

tive traffic scheduling algorithm depends on the collected port states to de-

termine the best paths (EventOFPFlowStatsReply and OFPPortStatsReply).

Since we choose not to reroute the elephant flows in this step, the time com-
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Algorithm 2: Handling of port information for DCN switches.
Data: G=(V,E) , path, min bw, Pr, dpid list, speed
Result: mini bw link

1 healthy links[dpid][prt no] = [ ]
2 foreach Pr do
3 Function OFPPortStatsRequest(dpid list):
4 Function save free bw(dpid, prt no, speed):
5 f ree bw =capacity-speed
6 G[j][i][j][i+1](bw)← f ree bw

return G[j][i][j][i+1](bw)

7 return G[j][i][j][i+1](bw) (src prt) (dst prt)
Function min bw links(G(V, E), path, min bw):

// To estimate the path bottleneck.

8 for i in len(path)-1 do
9 bw = G[j][i][j][i+1](bw)

10 mini bw link = min(bw, min bw)

11 return mini bw link

Algorithm 3: Oddlab adaptive flows scheduling.
Data: G=(V,E) , src IP, dst IP, src prt, dst prt, min bw = capacity, max bw = 0,

max fnum = 0, k, shortest p= { }, global(Odds, a f links, proac ports)
Result: best path= [ ], f ailure alert

1 while Odds 6 1 do
2 for i in (0, k) do
3 if shortest p [i]= shortest paths (G, src IP, dst IP) then
4 for j in shortest paths do
5 max fnum = maxfnum of path (G, j, max fnum)
6 fnum of paths (src IP, dst IP) ← max fnum
7 min fnum path = min(fnum of paths (src IP, dst IP,max fnum))

8 max bw of paths = 0
9 for f num in fnum of paths do

10 min bw = bottleneck of path (G, j, min bw)
11 if min bw > max bw then
12 max bw = min bw

13 best path = fnum

14 return best path
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Algorithm 4: Path flow number estimation.
Data: G=(V,E) , path, max fnum, global(af links)
Result: max flownum

1 for i in len(path)-1 do
2 src prt = G[j][i][j][i+1](src prt)
3 dst prt = G[j][i][j][i+1](dst prt)
4 fault src itr = G[j][i][j][i+1](fault src)
5 fault dst itr = G[i][j][i][j+1](fault dst)
6 fnum = G[j][i][j][i+1](fnum)

// This condition will avoid detected links when fault

iteration reaches the fault iter threshold.

7 if (i in af links and src prt in af links[j] and dst prt in af links[i] and fault src
> fault iter and fault dst > fault iter) then

8 max flownum = ∞

9 else
max flownum = max(fnum, max fnum)

10 return max flownum

plexity is O(k2). In contrast, the time complexity of Sieve will be O(|El e|( k
5)+

k). Since Sieve constantly monitors the elephant flows on the upstream

ports of edge switches and tries to reschedule them to another available

path.

As for the space complexity, the controller memory should maintain the

following variables, including the number of active elephant flows and the

residual bandwidth of each port. Hence, Oddlab space complexity is (O(k2).

On the other hand, Sieve space complexity holds information of the de-

tected elephant flows on the upstream ports of each edge switch ( k
5 ) besides

the obtained ports stats (i. e., residual bandwidth) to find the proper path.

So, Sieve space complexity would be (O(|El e|( k
5) + k)).

Moreover, we proved that the sampling process with two buckets on

edge switches reduced the controller overhead by half with the means of

eliminating the packet in requests to the controller at a time interval of (t→
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∞) [104]. Additionally, we adopted a commercial DCN introduced in [11]

with 10,000 end-hosts and 1,000 flows per second for each host to prove

the simplicity and effectiveness of the proposed method when increasing

the number of DCN end-hosts. However, within 2 ms as the median ar-

rival time for each flow, we anticipate that the Oddlab controller can handle
10,000×1,000

2 = 5, 000, 000 (i.e., 2,500,000 packet in requests only) [104]. This is

considerably less than the number of flows a single controller can manage

per second (more than 12 million requests [25]). Consequently, Sieve and

Oddlab implementation is highly achievable in hardware such as NetFPGA

OpenFlow switches [27] owing to uncomplicated arithmetic operations and

less overhead.

Note that Sieve analysis shows that the DCN information update in

fat-tree K − 4 topology took up to 35.84 µsec. from sending the static re-

quest (OFPPortStatsReply) until receiving and processing it [104]. In con-

trast, Oddlab will double this period since we collect throughput and ac-

tive elephant flow numbers inside the DCN (EventOFPFlowStatsReply and

OFPPortStatsReply), but without the extra complexity regarding frequent

elephant flow redirection in the case of symmetric DCN topology.

3.8 Experimental Results

Sieve and Oddlab operate as a python application within the Ryu [79] con-

troller utilizing mininet [62] as a real-time network emulator to establish a

multi-rooted K − 4 fat-tree DCN (e.g., Figure 1.1) besides OpenFlow pro-

tocol 1.3.1 as a communication protocol. The testbed topology includes 16

hosts interconnected to twenty 4-ports OpenFlow switches and four pods

with four core switches. To maintain the connection precision in the real-
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time environment in symmetric DCN topology, we set the link capacity

through the DCN to 10 Mbps. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the controller is

connected to each DCN switch to collect the required network statistics to

maintain the network flows. Our DCN deployment has been implemented

using a commodity PC with an Intel Core i5-8400 2.80 GHz CPU, 16 GB

RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.

Extensive experiments were conducted on a wide range of traffic pat-

terns with synthetic and real workloads to prove the proposed methods

(Sieve and Oddlab) feasibility without altering any network component

(i.e., hosts or switches). We demonstrated that Sieve and Oddlab deliver

noticeable improvements than existing hash-based ECMP flow scheduling,

Hedera, and PureSDN in bisection bandwidth, link utilization, packets loss

and Round-trip Times (RTT), overall average FCT, with less elephant flow

loss risk.

3.8.1 Average Bisection Bandwidth

One of the most important features of the multi-rooted topology is to grant

full bisection bandwidth among the connected end-hosts. But without an

efficient flow scheduler, the DCN bisection bandwidth will decrease dra-

matically as it appears in ECMP due to flows collisions [27]. In the bisection

bandwidth experiment, we compare the obtained results to the ideal net-

work situation using “NonBlocking” where a central switch is connected

directly to all end-hosts.

We conducted two benchmark tests. The first one includes the aver-

age bisection bandwidth and link utilization test. The second test is desig-

nated for the FCT examination. We accomplished the tests on the 16 hosts
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of the DCN topology, where flows were generated using TCP Iperf [42]

according to the traffic patterns described earlier. We repeated the average

bisection bandwidth test for ten independent runs for more reliable and

realistic results. Each run lasted for 60 sec., during which the average bisec-

tion bandwidth is accumulating using BWN-NG (Bandwidth-NG) [16] on the

edges downstream as implemented in Hedera [27] and [59].

As shown in Figure 3.5, the obtained results confirm that the static hash-

ing method (ECMP) achieved the lowest throughput due to the flows colli-

sions produced from scheduling multiple elephant flows at the same path.

Oddlab outperforms Hedera, ECMP, and Sieve in random and stag0.1 0.2

where most of the traffic (i.e., 70% in stag0.1 0.2) will be among differ-

ent pods in these patterns, which implies that most of the flows will benefit

from the bisection bandwidth granted by the multi-rooted DCN topology.

Conversely, Sieve sustains an average bisection bandwidth in overall pat-

terns compared with other adaptive elephant flow rescheduling methods

such as Hedera due to the frequent elephant flow rescheduling strategy.

However, we remark that the average throughput in the rest patterns is

slightly improved since the resource contention and the collision rate de-

creases when the traffic is within the same edge switch or in the same pod.

Still, the entirely based SDN method (PureSDN) outperforms in random and

stag0.1 0.2 patterns but at the high controller overhead expense. Since it

depends on the central controller for the adaptive flow scheduling, from an-

other aspect, Oddlab scheduling depends on central iterative optimization

with the help of ECMP, which makes the proposed method operate with

less burden on the controller and delivers a notable improvement in aver-

age bisection bandwidth.
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Figure 3.5: Average bisection throughput for the five TE methods under
different traffic patterns.

3.8.2 Link Utilization

It refers to the average DCN link consumption compared to the actual ca-

pacity. In this aspect, we will determine how the proposed scheduling

methods will achieve moderate link utilization so that links will not become

prone to congestions. Figure 3.6 illustrates the commutative link utilization

for Sieve and Oddlab compared with the other scheduling algorithms under

different traffic patterns. Obviously, the majority of the links were under-

utilized in the case of ECMP.

For instance, the random and stag0.1 0.2 patterns for ECMP showed

that 50% of the links (y-axis) were occupied with less than 20% (x-axis) of

the total capacity due to entirely random flow scheduling and flows’ col-

lisions. Compared with other methods, Oddlab performs at the medium

level in various traffic patterns. A closer look at stag0.1 0.2 pattern, we

can anticipate that 70% of links were occupied by 75% of capacity in Hedera,

76% in Sieve, 82% in Oddlab, and 90% in PureSDN. Interestingly, thanks to
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the frequent elephant flow rerouting, we remark that the link utilization in

Sieve had not reached the peak consumption remarkably in the whole traf-

fic patterns. For instance, 90% of the links in random pattern occupied 95%

of the total capacity compared with the other methods where the utilization

reached 100% of the capacity. We conclude that most of the links in the case

of PureSDN reached the overutilized situation; that is what makes it prone

to more congestion, thus increasing the flows completion time.

3.8.3 Flow Completion Time (FCT)

It denotes the efficiency of the flow scheduler algorithm to deliver different

flows rapidly. For Sieve and Oddlab, we will show the results of the over-

all Average Flow Completion time (AFCT) beside FCT values for the mice

flows for each end-hosts.

In Figure 3.7 (random pattern), we notice that Sieve achieved 23 %, 18,9

%, and 53,8 % less completion time compared to ECMP, Hedera, and PureSDN,

respectively.

For Oddlab, we will show the results of the AFCT of the transferred

flows for each end-hosts. As shown in Figure 3.7 (random pattern), Oddlab

reduces the AFCT up to 30%, 25.7%, 62%, and 5% compared to ECMP, Hed-

era, PureSDN, and Sieve, respectively. Notwithstanding, PureSDN relies

on the wildcard flow entry rules for TCP flows, whereas flows that belong

to the same source and destination IP addresses will be scheduled on the

same path. Hence, the selected path in the PureSDN case will be highly

saturated. On the other hand, mice flows are known to be the most affected

flows by transmission delay. Figure 3.8 shows that both Sieve and Oddlab
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Figure 3.6: CDF of link bandwidth utilization for the five TE methods under
different traffic patterns.
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significantly reduce FCT values for the mice flows within a accumulative

flow size 6 50 KB [77].

We remark that Hedera and ECMP perform almost close to each other.

Since Hedera scheduling is based on ECMP for mice flows, only reroute ele-

phant flows to the best path once the flows reach 10% of the link capacity.

Consequently, the flow collision is inevitable, which necessarily delays the

arrival of the flows remarkably. As for Sieve results, the frequent elephant

flow rerouting reduces the delay for the mice flows. This procedure, will af-

fect the arrival time of elephant flows. Not to mention the newly added flow

entry rules into DCN switches to manage the rerouted elephant flows. In

the Oddlab case, initially, the adaptive scheduling tries to avoid congested

paths without the necessity for elephant flow rerouting. It can be noted in

Fig. 3.7 that ECMP and Hedera outperform in average FCT reduction in the

traffic patterns stag0.2 0.3 and stag0.4 0.3 where most of the traffic is

inside the same pod. In this case, Oddlab may choose farther paths based

on shorter path conditions, which may affect the flows’ arrival time.

To sum up, the symmetric DCN topology results conclude that the pro-

posed flow scheduling of Oddlab outperforms in delivering better aver-

age throughput, moderate link bandwidth utilization, and reduced average

overall FCT.

3.8.4 Packets Loss and Round-trip Times (RTT)

It indicates the number of lost packets due to flow congestions and colli-

sions within the DCN fabrics. In Sieve and Oddlab, we adopted edge flow

sampling and proactive paths built upon ECMP hashing. We conducted

the packet loss experiment as illustrated in [59]. This experiment aimed
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Figure 3.7: Average overall FCT for the five TE methods under different
traffic patterns.

Figure 3.8: The 99th percentile FCT for the five TE methods under different
traffic patterns.
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to flood all DCN links by elephant flows initiated from each end-host based

on the defined traffic patterns to examine how the different TE methods will

handle the flows to overcome packet losses. To investigate packets losses,

we employed the Linux ping command. Ping relies on sending various

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo requests packets (600 suc-

cessive packets in our experiment) between each DCN end-hosts and wait-

ing for the ICMP echo replies. Then, ping records the packets loss besides

a statistical summary of the results in each end-host, including minimum,

maximum, the mean round-trip times (RTT), and standard deviation of the

mean. This experiment included RTT measurement to show the end-to-end

responsive delay (signal time plus the amount of time to acknowledge that

signal in the receiver) within the DCN.

In this experiment, the network is overwhelmed with elephant flows

to represent the worst-case scenario into a production DCN. We repeated

the experiment 10 rounds for each method, and we reported the averaged

results of the successive packets loss and RTT as shown in Figure 3.9 and

Figure 3.10, respectively.

As shown in Figure 3.9, the packets loss results demonstrate that the

PureSDN method achieved less loss since ICMP packets have been sched-

uled adaptively in all experiment runs. We remark that Oddlab outper-

forms Hedera and ECMP in case connections spanned all DCN topology

layers as depicted in (Stag0.1 0.2 and Stag0.2 0.3). On the other hand,

despite edge flow sampling, Oddlab outperforms Sieve, Hedera, and ECMP,

respectively, in the number of lost packets almost in all patterns. The rea-

son is that, in Oddlab, we did not reschedule the flows regularly as adopted

in Sieve. Alternatively, the adaptive flow scheduling model initially de-

termines the best available path based on the DCN states (active elephant
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Figure 3.9: Average packets loss for the five TE methods under different
traffic patterns.

flows and residual bandwidth). In Sieve, the results are similar or better

than Hedera (e.g., Stag0.1 0.2 and Stag0.5 0.3) and outperform ECMP

in all traffic patterns. In Sieve, we only considered TCP elephant flows

in rescheduling decisions since ICMP and User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

packets are sensitive cannot be reordered at the destination host. Nonethe-

less, the packets loss in Sieve is still tolerable.

Furthermore, we illustrate the obtained RTT values reported by ping

tests in Figure 3.10. The results confirm that the DCN in Oddlab is the least

congested compared with the other methods (except PureSDN), and ECMP

is the most congested DCN due to the flows’ collisions. The results confirm

that Sieve got the slightest RTT values than Hedera since it reschedules ele-

phant flows earlier than Hedera, which remains until the flow reaches 10%

of the capacity.
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Figure 3.10: Average round trip delay for the five TE methods under differ-
ent traffic patterns.

3.8.5 Sieve and Oddlab Risk Analysis

Elephant flows have been handled differently in Sieve and Oddlab. This

evaluation metric utilizes our proposed risk analysis framework (as pre-

sented in Chapter 2) to indicate the amount of the elephant flows blocked

rate exposed to risk when such methods are in charge of flow scheduling in

a productive DCN.

• Estimating the proper probability distribution functions: The anal-

ysis results show that the available bandwidth of Sieve and Oddlab

followed the Geometric distribution (G-D) with the probability value

(pv) of Sieve = 0.02281, Oddlab = 0.02826, respectively. Figure 3.11 and

3.12 show the P–P plots (probability–probability) that prove how the

empirical values of the available bandwidth for Sieve and Oddlab for

the obtained available bandwidth values.

Table 3.1 presents the results of the KS null hypothesis testing on the

throughput measurements of Sieve and Oddlab. The throughput test-
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ing showed that both methods followed the Geometric distribution

(G-D) based on P-value, and the acceptable critical value was (α= 0.02).

Furthermore, results of AD test (Table 3.2) confirm that all samples

follow the Geometric distribution based on the values of AD statistic

(AD2) and the obtained critical values estimated on the AD critical

value (α = 0.02).

As for the risk factor (margin of bandwidth measurement error), the

testing indicated that Sieve and Oddlab followed the simple Discrete

Uniform distribution (D-U). Accordingly, we used the following nor-

malized values regarding the ar and br as appeared empirically, Sieve

= [13, 50] and Oddlab = [16, 41], respectively.

• Risk Analysis of Elephant Flows Blocked Rate Predictions Using

Monte Carlo Simulation: We proved by implementing our risk anal-

ysis framework that the elephant flows rerouting process in Sieve de-

creased losses probability by 45.74%, almost similar to the PureSDN

result (44.43%). As we illustrated in link utilization criteria, Sieve can

reroute elephant flows whenever free bandwidth is available. Odd-

lab, on the other hand, achieved 52.8 % of elephant flow loss probabil-

ity. Histograms represent the risk analysis outcomes of the Sieve and

Oddlab (Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14). The mean values (blue line) pre-

cede the median values (red line); besides, the skewness values indi-

cate that all methods follow positive skewness and are right-skewed.

We obtained kurtosis degrees for each histogram to identify which one

produces more outlier values. We found that the histograms follow

the platykurtic distribution since the kurtosis is negative compared

with the Normal distribution. Therefore, the expected behavior for
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the algorithms is to produce fewer outliers values as shown in Table

3.3.

• Value at Risk (VaR) analysis: As depicted in Figure 3.15, the Signifi-

cant loss rate in Sieve is 94 MBps compared with Oddlab, which were

95 MBps at 95% confidence interval. Nevertheless, due to the higher

loss uncertainty for Oddlab, it will be more prone for elephant flow

losses than the Sieve TE method. These values represent the extreme

loss rate value of the elephant flows over the DCN production lifes-

pan.

• Risk as expected of elephant flows loss:

Table 3.4 lists the expected elephant flow loss for Sieve and Oddlab

compared with other exiting TE methods such as ECMP, Hedera, and

PureSDN, respectively. We remark that Sieve reduces elephant flow

losses due to the adapting elephant flow rerouting mechanism. Odd-

lab, on the other hand, comes in second place, but with the advantage

of not rerouting the elephant flows.

TE method KS critical values P-Value Distribution
Sieve 0.19267 0.069 Geometric

Oddlab 0.19267 0.051 Geometric

Table 3.1: KS test values for the available bandwidth samples for Sieve and
Oddlab.

TE method AD critical values Statistic (AD2) Distribution
Sieve 3.2892 2.3427 Geometric

Oddlab 3.2892 2.4552 Geometric

Table 3.2: AD test values for the available bandwidth samples for Sieve and
Oddlab.
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Figure 3.11: P-P plot of the Sieve available bandwidth value distribution
fitting with the geometric distribution.
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Figure 3.12: P-P plot of the Oddlab available bandwidth value distribution
fitting with the geometric distribution.
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Figure 3.13: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation for Sieve elephant flow
loss rate
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Figure 3.14: Histogram of Monte Carlo simulation for Oddlab elephant flow
loss rate.
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Figure 3.15: Different confidence levels of VaR analysis for the TE methods.

TE method Mean Median Skewness Kurtosis
Hedera 42.16 33.15 0.5026271 -1.130097
ECMP 44.95 35.70 0.4955835 -1.144383

PureSDN 37.93 29.75 0.4590237 -1.191083
Sieve 39.93 32.00 0.537531 -0.9663874

Oddlab 40.96 32.30 0.503721 -1.107166

Table 3.3: Descriptive statistics of the tested methods histograms.

TE method Loss uncertainty Significant loss Expected loss
ECMP 62.83% 102 MBps 64.08 MBps
Hedera 56.76% 97 MBps 55.05 MBps

PureSDN 44.43% 87 MBps 38.65 MBps
Sieve 45.74% 94 MBps 43 MBps

Oddlab 52.8% 95 MBps 50.16 MBps

Table 3.4: The expected elephant loss for the examined TE methods.

3.9 Conclusion

This thesis proposed Sieve and Oddlab, a novel hybrid and deployable

load-balancing approach that guarantees the QoS of multi-rooted DCN traf-
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fic in symmetric topologies. We employed the proactive path mechanism

besides SDN adaptive scheduling for flows scheduling that considers avail-

able bandwidth in Sieve and the active elephant flows inside the DCN to

find the best paths in Oddlab. Accordingly, the most crucial finding of Sieve

and Oddlab is that in leveraging the global knowledge of the DCN switches

statistics on a single and central SDN controller to deliver promising results

in symmetric DCN topologies. The performance analysis based on the law

of large numbers revealed that the adopted flow sampling mechanism at

the edge switches diminishes the SDN controller burden to half, reducing

the waiting time for flow handling. Extensive experiments were conducted

on a wide range of traffic patterns with synthetic and realistic workloads

to prove Oddlab feasibility without altering any network component (i.e.,

hosts or switches). The obtained result of the average overall Flow Com-

pletion time (AFCT) confirmed that Sieve achieved 23%, 18,9%, and 53,8%

compared to ECMP, Hedera, and PureSDN, respectively. For Oddlab, the

results showed that Oddlab delivered noticeable improvements in bisection

bandwidth, link utilization, packets loss, round trip delay, mice flow FCT,

with an average overall reduction in FCT up to 30%, 25.7%, 62%, and 5%

compared to ECMP, Hedera, PureSDN, and Sieve, respectively.

Furthermore, we applied our proposed risk analysis framework to in-

vestigate the blocked elephant flows rate. The results revealed that Sieve

decreased the elephant flow losses probability by 45.74% almost similar to

PureSDN (44.43%) compared to 52.8% achieved by the Oddlab schedul-

ing procedure. The results also proved that the frequent elephant flows

rescheduling can preserve elephant flows throughout, but with an accept-

able transfer delay (i. e., average overall FCT). Hence, we conclude that the
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proposed methods significantly improve DCN productivity and reduce the

burden on the SDN controller.



Chapter 4

DCN Faulty Link Detection Model

“An experiment is a question
which science poses to Nature, and
a measurement is the recording of
Nature’s answer.”

Max Planck (1858-1947)

4.1 Introduction

DCN is considered the central core infrastructure for data management in

evolving infrastructures such as cloud enterprises, social networking ser-

vices, and e-commerce. To keep the revenue of such investment, DCN ser-

vice availability must always be maintained in all circumstances[67]. One

of the most crucial issues in DCN fabrics is the links failures [29]. Conse-

quently, it is not easy to maintain the symmetric situation for the duration of

the network operations. Recently, the annual outage analysis survey from

the Uptime Institute for 2021 states in [52] that most organizations (76%)

have suffered from certain types of outages in the last three years. Still,

98
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power, software and IT systems, and networks issues are the top causes of

these outages by 37%, 22%, and 17%, respectively. Such DCN operation

outages may cost the business a massive amount of money that could reach

$1 million.

In DCN, the link failure can be classified into two categories based on

the failure causes and duration: i.e., hardware and software failures (i. e.,

partial and complete failure). The most common type is the hardware fail-

ure caused by physical faults in line cards. In contrast, software failures are

caused by software bugs or IOS hotfixes issues [29]. On the other hand, the

hardware failure is known to be a long-lived failure and may require hard-

ware replacement. Simultaneously, the software type is considered short-

lived and could be resolved automatically like root guard in spanning tree

protocol [29]. Accordingly, in Oddlab, we adopted both definitions of faulty

links. However, link overload or some outage (short-lived failures) could

occur in DCN core links. Therefore, as illustrated in Subsection 4.5, we treat

such events based on the outage duration; whenever the link returns to its

normal state, it will be removed from the faulty links list.

The DCN topology becomes asymmetric if any one of the failures occurs.

A scheme such as ECMP was deployed to hash every flow to a different

path to handle traffic congestions in standard DCN operations, considering

the complete failure only without monitoring network stats. State-of-the-art

approaches address such challenges by modifying the network components

(switches or hosts) to discover and avoid broken connections.

This chapter proposes an SDN adaptive scheduling that considers the

healthy paths, available bandwidth, and active elephant flows to find the

best paths and avoid significant flow rescheduling. In Oddlab faulty de-
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tection model, finding the faulty links begins by labeling the edge switches

when the DCN is stressed with substantial traffic among different pods.

4.2 Research Motivation

In Sieve, to achieve better FCT, we attempt to reroute a fraction of elephants

on an edge switch when this switch reaches a specific load threshold to a

different path based on the residual bandwidth. This mechanism will pro-

duce further congestion and contention between the newly arrived flows

and DCN topology asymmetricity in case of link failure.

For example, as shown in Figure 4.1, in time instance (T1), an elephant

flow A originated from the host (H1) in pod 1 to host (H11) in pod 3. Since

the links in core switches are the highly congested layers in DCN, therefore,

in (T2), local congestion may occur between aggregation switch (Agg. 2)

and (switch 3) in the core layer. Note that a severe bottleneck at the core

later may lead to link failure [29]. In Hedera [27] and Sieve, elephant flows

in Edge1-Agg.2 links are rerouted to another path in (T3). This decision

may drive further congestion and delay currently active flow, particularly

to the growing elephant flows. In (T4), elephant flow B originated from H4

in pod 1 to H9 in pod 3. When all the paths to the destination host (H9) are

congested, the path containing the link (Agg.2- switch3) may be taken. In

this case, TCP congestion control will reduce the number of packets passed

through the congested link so that the edge switch may not bypass the

rerouting threshold to reroute the congested elephant flow. Accordingly,

we note that the current active elephant flows inside DCN should be con-

sidered for the incoming flows scheduling decision. This example clearly
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Figure 4.1: Flows collisions and rerouting in fat-tree DCN topology.

explains that the rerouting decision should avoid the possible link failure

and avoid such failure in flow scheduling.

4.3 Literature Review

DCN suffers from various uncertainties in its operation, such as the traf-

fic dynamics, failures, and the topology asymmetricity [106]. Many ap-

proaches have been proposed to address these challenges. In [9], Alizadeh

et al. proposed CONGA, where the concept of flowlet (packet-level granu-

larity) was introduced to achieve optimal flow distribution in asymmetric

topology by collecting the congestion feedback from the switches. Flowlet

is small chunks of a flow sent dynamically across the switch ports depend-

ing on the congestion feedback. This process affects mice flows’ FCT and

packet reordering in flowlet rerouting on congestion or failure detection.

Still, the switch’s hardware needs to be altered to provide the congestion

feedback. Hermes, a congestion-aware load balancing technique proposed
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in [106] works on packets routing and flow scheduling on congestions or

failure occurs. In congestion detection, the method depends on ECN (Ex-

plicit Congestion Notification) and RTT. Although Hermes is deployable

since hardware modification is not needed, all end-hosts in the DCN need

to participate in the sensing process. Therefore, the sensing technique is

challenging to accomplish without end-host aid. CAPS presented in [37]

is an end-host-based local congestion-aware technique. The method in-

cludes three main modules: the packet encoder and the decoder on each

DCN host, besides Random Packet Spraying (RPS). In CAPS, traffic flows

are divided into mice and elephant flows, where elephants are scheduled

using ECMP, while mice flows are scattered to all available paths based on

RPS. This technique required changes in end-hosts in terms of software be-

sides the availability of RPS switches. End-hosts have also been leveraged

in SAPS [44] to handle flow scheduling in asymmetric topology by provid-

ing virtual symmetric paths to each flow using SDN controller and group

tables. In SAPS, the elephant flows are identified based on the number of

sent bytes inside each end-host. Hence, the shim layer of these hosts should

be visible. The deployment of such a method is costly and may be restricted

in cloud environments. DRILL proposed in [28] as a per-packet scheduling

technique that relies on spreading the packets randomly to the shortest and

least congested queues based on the power of the two choices approach.

The technique has been evaluated under different loads on the leaf and

spine switches in Clos DCN topology and required hardware changes at

the level of the DCN switches. Recently, FlowFurl has been introduced in

[82] as a flow level routing approach that works in an asymmetric DCN

topology. The method reroutes the flows based on the ECN-bit state trans-

ferred between source and destination over the intermediate switches to
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Table 4.1: Comparison of DCN load balancing methods.

Method DCN changes Granularity Failure handler

ECMP [36] × Flow Full failure only
Hedera [27] × Flow PortLand protocol
CONGA [9] Switches Flowlet X
DRILL [28] Switches Packet ×
SAPS [44] Hosts Packet X
Hermes [106] × Packet / flow X
FlowFurl [82] Hosts &

switches
Flow X

Sieve × Flow ×
Oddlab × Flow X

detect and discover the healthy paths. FlowFurl requires modifications on

the end-hosts since it is in charge of flow rerouting, besides the DC’s inter-

mediate switches.

Table 4.1 compares the most relevant DCN load balancing methods re-

garding DCN hardware or software components change (switches / end-

hosts), load balancing granularity, and failure resilience.

In this research, we demonstrate the proposed solution (Oddlab) for de-

tecting the faulty links in DCN topology based on the global DCN infor-

mation of flow scheduling. Thus, we prove our proposed solution to serve

DCN in both symmetric and asymmetric topologies.

4.4 Faulty Links Detection Mechanism

To detect and avoid the potential faulty links, we perform three steps on

the SDN data plane. In these steps, we establish a temporal correlation

between the loading state at the edge switches and the possible link fail-

ure at the core switches. The main components and steps of OddLab are
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presented in Figure 4.2. The SDN controller represents the control plane,

which contains the Oddlab’s main functions and periodically collects net-

work information. This information includes ports and flows stats based

on OpenFlow protocol. Then, the obtained data was utilized to determine

the best paths between every pair of end-hosts in the data plane and la-

bel the loaded edge switches. Accordingly, in step 1, the labeling process

(red label in Figure 4.2) starts after the SDN controller detects in any mon-

itoring period that there are specific amounts of traffic passing on the up-

stream side of the edge switches (ports 1 and 2). This step also involves the

odds calculation, which indicates the number of edge switches that meet

the utilization condition to the number of non-loaded switches to indicate

whether the whole DCN is utilized or not. As depicted in Figure 4.2, three

edge switches fulfilled the utilization condition, and only one in Pod 4 did

not, which means DCN is in utilization state. Whenever the controller de-

termines that most edge switches are sufficiently utilized, step 2 begins by

looking for the faulty links whose load level falls beyond 1% of the total

link capacity. In step 3, all the elephant flows found on the detected faulty

links will be rescheduled to other healthy paths. Later, the adaptive flow

scheduling model will be updated so that the incoming flows will avoid

the affected paths. Ordinarily, the entirely failed links continue to convey

less throughput while DCN is in the loading state (step 1). Consequently, to

avoid these links even in the proactive paths, the weighting function of the

ECMP hashing at the aggregate switches will be altered in step 4. Lastly, an

alert will also be issued, including the affected links’ information, so that

the DCN administrator can treat the failed links.
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Figure 4.2: Oddlab approach on detecting the faulty links on K − 4 fat-tree
DCN.

4.4.1 Oddlab within the SDN Paradigm

The proposed model was designed within the control plane and data plane

of the SDN paradigm as shown in Figure 4.3, we performed Oddlab for flow

scheduling and failed links detection into three phases. The first phase re-

sides in the DCN data plane, where flows are sampled based on the (1:1)

technique. Then, flow is either handled by the controller or forwarded

based on the ECMP hashing technique. The second phase will be in the

control plane and contains two main sub-models. The first is for ports stats

polling, and the second is for odds calculation and labeling based on the

edge switch consumption. In the third phase, the best path calculation and

link health checking are estimated based on the network-directed graph’s

information to define the healthy paths and update the aggregate switch

bucket weight in the data plane.
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Figure 4.3: Oddlab architecture.

In Oddlab, we define the following problems to detect the faulty links

and avoid them in the adaptive flow scheduling mechanisms.

Definition 18. Problem Oddlab Faulty Links Detection (OFLD): Given a multi-

commodity DCN flow G = (V, E, b, El e), where each core switch has links (u, v) ∈

E, the goal is to detect the links that do not carry the same amount of traffic when

those links are active for a specified duration of monitoring time.

Definition 19. Problem Oddlab Elephant Flow Rescheduling (OEFR): Given

a multi-commodity DCN flow G = (V, E, El e), where each core switch have links

(u, v) ∈ E, the objective is to detect the elephant flows from the affected core links

and reschedule them at the edge switches (with flow rate > 50 Kbps) to other avail-

able paths from Vs to Vt.
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4.4.2 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we prove the OEFR problem as an NP-complete problem.

As we proved our problems (SAFS in Definition 6 and OAFS in Definition

15) by reduction and construction special case of know problems.

Theorem 20. OEFR is NP-complete.

Proof. Given G(V, E, b, El e) and elephant flows on edge switches in the

case of OEFR, the objective is to look for a different set of paths (SET) from

Vs to Vt and assign the flows to the best available path based on Definition

15 within time slot [τ, 1+ τ]. In the OEFR problem, all elephant flows found

on the affected links will be rescheduled to another set of healthy paths be-

tween the Vs and Vt each with residual bandwidth b and a number of active

elephant flows El e. This process can be verified by checking if the new re-

served bandwidth and number of active elephant flows of the chosen path

can handle the new rescheduled flow without affecting the current flows on

the path within the time interval. Then, it will be easy to count and resched-

ule the elephant flows from the affected port to another healthy path. These

operations can be solved in polynomial time. Thus, OEFR in the class of NP.

The decision of OEFR is similar to the OAFS problem mentioned in Def-

inition 15) but with avoiding the affected core switch ports in the best path

decision. Thus, OEFR is NP-hard by definition, and since OEFR are in the

class of NP, it is NP-complete.
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4.5 Spatial-Temporal Correlation to Detect Faulty

Links in DCN

Inspired by the fact that network traffic inside DCN is known to have prop-

erties such as similarities, periodicity, and correlation [56]. Therefore, we

leverage spatial-temporal correlation between two events in the input data

space on the edges and cross the DCN over the aggregate and core switches

at different time intervals to detect the potentially failed links. Spatial-

temporal reasoning in detecting the faulty links shows how the two con-

ditions of the DCN loading state and the underutilized links fit together in

the DCN life span.

In this correlation, the spatial-temporal reasoning in detecting the faulty

links shows how the two conditions of the DCN loading state and the un-

derutilized links fit together in the DCN operation life span. As shown in

Figure 4.4, the controller will monitor and estimate the edge load and links’

health based on the predefined thresholds. Whenever both events are cor-

related in consecutive monitoring intervals (i.e., from t3 to t5 for short-lived

failures), the controller will indicate the affected link as “unhealthy link”

and redirect all elephant flows found on the upstream port of the link. As

depicted at t6 interval in Figure 4.4, the correlation is broken, but the link

failure threshold is still fulfilled. In this case, the path that contains the de-

tected link will be avoided in the adaptive flow scheduling. Nevertheless, it

will be excluded from the detected link list when the link is recovered (i.e.,

getting regular traffic) from the proactive paths using ECMP. However, we

represent our spatial-temporal correlation model in the following assump-

tions.
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Figure 4.4: The process of spatial-temporal correlation to detect the poten-
tial failed links.

Assumption 1. We observe and correlate two inconsistencies in network events

monitored in the same time window between the edge (traffic source) and core

switches (intermediate nodes).

Assumption 2. Since the DCN core links are very prone to failure [29], the process

of checking the failed link is included in each period of DCN monitoring time. 1.

We introduced the failure correlation with the following parameters:

• The bidirectional core links C l, which indicates the link in the DCN

core layer, where C l=(e, health thr), e ⊆ E of the DCN links with un-

derutilized threshold health thr.

• The DCN utilization stat (Odds value) of the edge switches dge odds.

• The counter of the sequence number S of the correlation parameters

C l and edge odds.
1The detailed information of the faulty links detection will be described in Subsection

4.5.2
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Namely, the given parameters C l and edge odds are represented with

uniform distribution [1, 0] based on the defined threshold conditions for

each parameter. At the same time, the counter of the sequence number (CD)

is defined as a ”correlation determinant”, where the link failure is assigned

based on the counter of the correlation sequence number and the defined

threshold (health thr). The proposed determinate CD will hold for the dif-

ferent types of failures (soft and hard failures). In addition to determining

the false positive link failure detections resulted from broken failure corre-

lations. The possible detected failed links information is defined into a set R

(C l, edge odds, CD) so that Oddlab scheduler reroutes the affected elephant

flows and avoids these links into next flow scheduling.

4.5.1 DCN Utilization State Estimation

We consider the DCN utilization state estimation as confidence evidence

that the detected congested links in the core layer are potential failed links

with high probability P( f ailed link|loaded DC). As depicted in Algorithm

6, Oddlab invokes all ports statistics from the switches periodically using

OFPPORTStats messages based on the predefined polling rate, (Pr = 2 sec.).

We leverage the collected ports information in several functions to esti-

mate the DCN loading state, such as finding ports free bandwidth func-

tion (save f ree bw), finding path bottleneck (min bw links), and detecting

the faulty links (save health). Initially, save f ree bw function has been de-

fined to store the throughput consumption information ( f ree bw) of the

DCN switch’s ports (dpid, prt no) in a directed graph G(V, E). As a result,

the primary flow scheduling procedure will rely on the reserved graph free

bandwidth values (min bw links) when defining the path bottleneck. Reg-
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ularly, this function will ensure that the selected path has the best available

bandwidth out of the available paths between each end-hosts.

We utilize the obtained information of port (dpid, prt no) consumption

( f ree bw) to determine the DCN utilization. For this sake, we only filter

the edge switches ports’ available bandwidth values on the upstream side

(ports 1 and 2). In this step, edge switch would be labeled as loaded Le if the

residual bandwidth value of each port is at least 95% of the link capacity for

both ports. Then, the Odds value will be calculated based on the number of

labeled switches to the number of not labeled switches NLe (Equation 4.1).

Odds = ∑ Le

∑ NLe
(4.1)

We can summarize the reasons behind adopting such a threshold (95%

of the link capacity) as follows:

(1) The fact is that the DCN traffic tends to be so bursty [12] [77]. Since we

employed an equal flow sampling (i. e., 1:1) at the DCN edge switches,

it is impossible to assume elephant flows are always transferred under

controller monitoring.

(2) This threshold is applied only on the upstream side of the edge switches,

and it will ensure early utilization estimation to look for the potential

faulty links.

Hence, choosing above this threshold will significantly affect the detec-

tion time of the faulty links.
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4.5.2 Faulty Links Detection Procedure

When the number of edge switches that fulfills the minimum loading thresh-

old exceeds the number of not loaded switches (i.e., Odds > 1), the Odd-

lab controller will invoke the second initiated reaction for getting the best-

path as depicted in (path health check) in Algorithm 7. The links’ health

is estimated periodically based on port statistics’ information initiated in

OFPPortStatsRequest together with the save f ree bw function as shown in

Algorithm 6. Initially, the core switches’ links are considered healthy un-

less their throughput falls below the failure threshold (i.e., health thr 6 1%

of the link capacity). To maintain the correlation conditions (health thr and

Odds), the number of consecutive faulty link frequencies will be calculated

over the network monitoring duration ( f ault iter) as described in Algo-

rithm 6 (line 17). When the correlation is fulfilled, the faulty link informa-

tion will be saved on the directed graph G(V, E), including (src prt, dst prt,

health, f ault iter). In the other hand, the correlation parameter of the de-

tected faulty links ( f ault iter) will be nulled wherever link’s throughput

grows above the threshold (i.e., health thr > 1% of the link capacity) as il-

lustrated in Algorithm 6 line 25. The information of the truly faulty links,

including dpid and src prt, will be stored into a list (a f links) to be applied

as elephant flows rescheduling information (Algorithm 8 line 22).

4.5.3 Elephant Flows Rescheduling

The Oddlab controller will use the a f links list information to reschedule

all the congested elephant flows on these links. As illustrated in Algorithm

9 (line 7), the flow information is monitored periodically for all ports to

participate in the process of flow scheduling. Accordingly, when the value
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of Odds > 1, all elephant flows mounted on the upstream side of the ag-

gregate switch’s ports (dpid & prt no) with a flow rate > 50 Kbps [11] will

be rescheduled to other healthy paths. As explained in Algorithm 7, these

flows will be redirected from end to end-host based on the flow’s source IP

address (src ip) to new healthy paths (best path). The reason behind choos-

ing end-to-end redirection is to get the shortest healthy path instead of over-

whelming more links if we decide to reroute from the aggregate switch.

Note that the elephant flows scheduling decision was made to give mice

flows more resources to pass through the affected links. Besides, there is no

point in rescheduling mice flows since they are tiny and may significantly

affect completion time. Finally, the rescheduled flows information is stored

into the red links list with the switch and port number information (dpid &

prt no) so that the port will not be checked in the following flow monitoring

round.

4.5.4 Adaptive Flow Scheduling After Detecting the Faulty

Links

The identified faulty links in the (a f links) list were avoided by the Oddlab

adaptive flow scheduling method. As shown in Algorithm 7 (line 1), the

Oddlab second reaction relies on the estimated Odds value (Odds > 1). The

algorithm primarily guarantees that the determined paths are free of any

faulty links in the core switches. Therefore, the health of the path is checked

before computing the active flow numbers of the path. For simplicity, we

define a high value for max f lownum whenever a faulty link is detected in

any path to estimate the path flow number; thus, the adaptive flow will
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not choose that path later in the adaptive flow scheduling, as described in

Algorithm 5 (line 8).

As an outcome of the faulty link detection, the flow load-balancing equa-

tion is as follows (Equation 4.2):

U(u, v) =

kc

∑
i=1

f ei(u, v)

hp(u, v).(m f (u, v).(mb(u, v)))
(4.2)

Where hp represents the checked healthy paths between u and v nodes.

Note that even when the value of Odds depreciates below 1, the adap-

tive flow scheduling will avoid the defected paths based on Equation 4.2.

In Algorithm 5 (line 7), we defined a statement to check the status of the

detected links (a f list) and avoid them by assigning a very large number to

the max f lownum parameter so that the path including that link will not be

considered as a best path.

The following assumption is built upon the observation of Gill et al. [29]

on the DCN link failures, where they noticed that the link failures would

last about ten minutes for the kind of software failures. In contrast, hard-

ware failure persists longer and often requires a direct intervention to solve

the failure. We employed the correlation determinant in the correlation pro-

cess over information polling intervals (Pr = 2 sec.) to identify the potential

faulty links and remove the false positive results as follows:

Assumption 3. The new state for every core links R (C l′, edge odds′, CD) com-

pared with the previously detected set R (C l, edge odds, CD) to define the failed

link.

∴ R (C l′, edge odds′, CD)⊆ R (C l, edge odds, CD) ∀ Core, i f f edge odds′

> 1 && C l′ 6 C l , CD = CD + 1
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Note that whenever the number of loaded edge switches is dropped (i.e.,

edge odds′ < 1), the primary correlation will break, and the Core links (C l′)

will not be checked for failure. The assumption helps identify the false pos-

itive detections by tracing the throughput changes on any Core link (C l′)

in the case of C l′ ≥ C l. Therefore, the link (C l′) will be omitted from

the potentially failed links set R (C l, edge odds, CD), and the correlation

determinant will be nulled (CD=0).

The probability of being any Core link e detected as faulty links depend

on Assumption 4.

Assumption 4. Any Core link e determined as a faulty link i f f e ⊆ R(C l,

edge odds, CD) and CD > 1 for Short-Lived (S L) failures or CD > 5 for Long-

Lived failures (L L).

Thus, Assumption 4 can be put into a failure indicator (I R) to determine

the faulty link and what type it belongs to, based on the CD value.

I R(C l, edge odds, CD) (e)=


S L iff e⊆ R(C l, edge odds, CD) & CD > 1

L L iff e⊆ R(C l, edge odds, CD) & CD > 5

0 Otherwise
Then, dpid and src prt of the detected link are saved into the faulty links

set FL(dpid, src prt, CD) a f links list to be used as elephant flow redirec-

tion information and to be avoided for the upcoming flow scheduling. For

long-lived failures, we defined a higher value for f ault iter > 5 (i.e., the

monitoring time is equivalent to 5 × Pr). Accordingly, the proactive bucket

weight of links that achieves this threshold will be modified; hence, the af-

fected port will not obtain the last equal number of flows. Therefore, the

weight value of the affected upstream port is omitted using the OpenFlow

ovs-ofctl mod-group message (dpid, src prt), as described in Algorithm 8
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(line 23). Eventually, an alert is triggered for the detected faulty link, with

the link information and whether the link has been excluded from the ser-

vice (i.e., hardware failure), f ailure alert = (a f links & proac ports)).

Algorithm 5: Path flow number estimation.
Data: G=(V,E) , path, max fnum, global(af links)
Result: max flownum

1 for i in len(path)-1 do
2 src prt = G[j][i][j][i+1](src prt)
3 dst prt = G[j][i][j][i+1](dst prt)
4 fault src itr = G[j][i][j][i+1](fault src)
5 fault dst itr = G[i][j][i][j+1](fault dst)
6 fnum = G[j][i][j][i+1](fnum)

// This condition will avoid detected links when fault

iteration reaches the fault iter threshold.

7 if (i in af links and src prt in af links[j] and dst prt in af links[i] and fault src
> fault iter and fault dst > fault iter) then

8 max flownum = ∞

9 else
max flownum = max(fnum, max fnum)

10 return max flownum
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Algorithm 6: Handling of port information for links failure detec-
tion.

Data: G=(V,E) , path, min bw, Pr, dpid list, a f f edge list[dpid][prt no],
speed, global (a f links[dpid][prt no]), global proac ports
all edges = 8 edge switches in k− 4 fat-tree

Result: Odds, af links[dpid][prt no]
1 healthy links[dpid][prt no] = [ ]
2 foreach Pr do
3 Function OFPPortStatsRequest(dpid list):
4 Function save free bw(dpid, prt no, speed):
5 f ree bw =capacity-speed
6 G[j][i][j][i+1](bw)← f ree bw
7 if dpid in edge list and prt no in [1,2] and free bw ≤ edge thr then
8 a f f edge list[dpid][prt no]← loaded

9 for d in a f f edge list[dpid][prt no] do
10 if prt no [1,2] is loaded then

// Number of affected edge switches.

11 aff+=1
12 not aff=all edges - aff

13 Odds= aff / not aff

return G[j][i][j][i+1](bw), Odds
14 if dpid or dpid in edge list and port no in [1,2] then

call save health (dpid, prt no, speed)

Function save health(dpid, prt no, speed):
15 dpid prt health = speed / capacity
16 f ault iter =0
17 if dpid prt health ≤ health thr and Odds > 1 then
18 if prt no in healthy links[dpid] then
19 f ault iter= f ault iter+1
20 healthy links[dpid][prt no]← health, f ault iter, Odds
21 G[j][i][j][i+1](src prt)← src prt
22 G[i][j][i][j+1](dst prt)← dst prt
23 G[j][i][j][i+1](health)← health
24 G[j][i][j][i+1]( f ault iter)← f ault iter

25 if prt no in healthy links[dpid] and dpid prt health > health thr
and prt no in af links[dpid] and prt no in proac ports[dpid]
then

// To delete false-positive faulty links.

26 f ault iter =0
27 a f links[dpid].remove(prt no)

28 return af links[dpid][prt no], Odds,
G[j][i][j][i+1](bw)(health)(fault iter)(src prt)

(dst prt)
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Algorithm 7: Oddlab adaptive flows scheduling when DCN is in
an overutilization state.

Data: G=(V,E) , src IP, dst IP, src prt, dst prt, min bw = capacity, max bw = 0,
max fnum = 0, path health = 0, k, shortest p= { }, global(Odds, a f links,
proac ports)

Result: best path= [ ], f ailure alert
1 while Odds > 1 do

// In utilized DC, the best path will be determined based

on the shortest and healthy path with the least elephant

active flows and high available bandwidth.

2 for i in (0, k) do
3 if shortest p [i]= shortest paths (G, src IP, dst IP) then
4 for h in shortest paths do
5 path health = path health check (G, j, link health)
6 if path health ∀ e ∈ path ==0 then

max fnum =0
7 path health (src IP, dst IP) ← max fnum

8 else
max fnum = ∞

9 path health (src IP, dst IP) ← max fnum

10 path health (src IP, dst IP) ← max fnum
11 for j in path health do
12 max fnum = maxfnum of path (G, j, max fnum)
13 fnum of paths (src IP, dst IP) ← max fnum
14 min fnum path = min(fnum of paths (src IP, dst IP,max fnum))

15 for f num in fnum of paths do
16 min bw = bottleneck of path (G, j, min bw)
17 if min bw > max bw then
18 max bw = min bw

19 best path =fnum

20 return best path, f ailure alert(a f links & proac ports)
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Algorithm 8: Path health estimation.
Data: G=(V,E) , path, link health, Pr, health thr, global(af links), fault iter
Result: path health

1 foreach Pr do
2 health list = [ ]
3 non health list = [ ]
4 proac ports= [ ]
5 for i in len(path)-1 do
6 src prt = G[j][i][j][i+1](src prt)
7 dst prt = G[i][j][i][j+1](dst prt)
8 fault src itr = G[j][i][j][i+1](fault iter)
9 fault dst itr = G[i][j][i][j+1](fault iter)

10 health src prt = G[j][i][j][i+1](health)
11 health dst prt = G[i][j][i][j+1](health)
12 if ( health src prt >health thr and fault src itr 6 fault iter and

health dst prt > health thr and
fault dst itr 6 fault iter) then

health list← health src prt)

13 else
14 if ( health src prt < health thr and fault src itr > fault iter and

health dst prt < health thr and fault dst itr > fault iter) then
15 non health list← ( health src prt)
16 if path[i] not in af links then
17 af links[path[i]]← [src prt]

18 if path[i+1] not in af links then
19 af links[path[i+1]]← [dst prt]

20 else
21 if dst prt not in af links[path[i+1]] then
22 af links[path[i+1]]← [dst prt]

// The following statement for proactive links changing

on the aggr-core switches in case of long-lived

failures.

23 if path[i] in agg swt and path[i] not proac ports and src prt in [1,2] and
fault src iter > 5 and fault dt iter > 5 then

24 ovs-ofctl mod-group (path[i], src prt)
25 proac ports← (path[i],src prt)

26 if len(non health list)>0 then
path health= ∞

27 else
path health= 0

28 return path health
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Algorithm 9: Handling of flow information for DCN switches.
Data: G=(V,E), dpid list, path, flow list, link health, Pr, health thr,

global(af links)
Result: red links[dpid][prt no]

1 foreach Pr do
Function EventOFPFlowStatsReply(dpid list):

2 for f in in flow list do
3 f low net = f low byte / f low duration
4 if flow net ≥ 50 Kbps then

5 f num[dpid][prt no]←fnum[dpid][prt no]+1
6 G[j][i][j][i+1](fnum)← f num
7 if len (af links) is-not null and Odds > 1 then

// Rerouting the congested elephant flows to

alternative paths.

8 for d in af links do
9 for p in af links[d] do

10 if af links[d][p] ∩ red links[d][p] is true then
11 continue

12 else
dpid, prt no = d, p

13 for fd in flows installed on (dpid, prt no) do
14 if fd load > 50 Kbps then
15 E count++

16 for e in E cont do
17 if e[dpid][prt no] not in red links then

red links← e[dpid][prt no]
18 Based on src ip of each flow e, get e f low in f o
19 get best path (G, e, e f low in f o) // The

congested flows rerouted based on the

execution of algorithm 7.

20 return red links[dpid][prt no], G[j][i][j][i+1](fnum)
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4.6 Complexity Evaluation

In this section, we estimate the time and space complexity of Oddlab by con-

sidering the worst-case scenarios when rescheduling the affected elephant

flows after detecting the faulty links. In this case, the time complexity will

include the information of ports consumptions and the number of active

elephant flows, besides the number of redirected elephant flows. Hence,

the complexity will be (O(|El e| + k2)). As for the space complexity, the

controller memory should maintain the following variables, including the

number of active elephant flows and the residual bandwidth of each port

beside the number of redirected elephant flows of the affected links on the

upstream ports of the aggregate switches. For instance, as depicted in Fig-

ure 1.1, out of 80 ports in K − 4 fat-tree DCN switches, only 16 upstream

ports connect aggregate and core switches. Hence, the space complexity is

(O(|El e|( k
5 ) + k3)).

As explained in Subsection 3.6.4, the best paths are periodically deter-

mined based on the DCN edge loading status (Odds value). The best paths

are frequently optimized based on the acquired network parameters (i.e.,

residual bandwidth and the number of active elephant flows) from the ports

of the DCN switches. The scheduling algorithm does not become compli-

cated even after identifying the utilized switches and Odds value; additional

iterations will only be appended to the previously gathered parameters to

learn the best paths. The added complexity is in the number of redirected

elephant flows |El e| from the affected paths only when identified faulty

links.
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4.7 Experimental Results

This section discusses and analyzes the Oddlab flow scheduling results ob-

tained under asymmetric DCN topology, including faulty links detection.

Note that we made the data results available publicly on the Oddlab GitHub

repository2.

4.7.1 Performance Under Asymmetric DCN Topology

Asymmetricity in DCN topologies is imperative due to multiple factors

such as partial failures. In this experiment, we modify some links band-

width to achieve asymmetric fat-tree topology. For this sake, we set the ca-

pacity of some links between aggregate and core switches to 5 Mbps, while

other links remain 10 Mbps [55]. This experiment uses the same workloads

based on web search and cache jobs. We noted that the FCT values for the

flows will be affected by bandwidth reduction remarkably. Therefore, we

assess the performance based on the achieved FCT of the comparative TE

methods. This experiment applies in the random traffic pattern to allow

enough flows to pass over the core switches. Accordingly, the asymmetric

topology effect will be recognized at the end-hosts application layer.

Figure 4.5 shows the achieved reduction of the overall average FCT val-

ues. The results show that the Oddlab scheduler can finish the overall flows

within 18 sec. as an average FCT, which reduces up to 12%, 8%, and 10%

compared with ECMP, Hedera, and PureSDN, respectively. This experi-

ment proves that despite the decrease in the link bandwidth is not notable,

the adaptive scheduling of Oddlab achieved a better FCT reduction without

complicated flow rerouting.
2https://github.com/aymeniq/Oddlab
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Figure 4.5: Average overall FCT for Oddlab compared with ECMP, Hedera,
and PureSDN under asymmetric DCN topology.

4.7.2 Failure Detection

This experiment investigates multiple failures between aggregate and core

switch links with severe bandwidth reduction. Accordingly, we set the ca-

pacity of specific core links to 0.01 Mbps between switch 1 and pod 1 and

between switch 4 and pod 4, as shown in Figure 4.1. Note that the band-

width threshold was assumed to simplify the faulty link simulation, and

the algorithm can be adjusted manually to any required bandwidth sever-

ity. Nevertheless, the same experiment of real workloads in asymmetric

DCN topology was repeated with random traffic patterns. We set the link

fault threshold iteration ( f ault iter) to be larger than 1.

Consequently, the faulty links should maintain the same link faulty thresh-

old health thr = 0.01 Mbps at least two monitoring periods in a row when

Odds > 1. After detecting the faulty links, all the active elephant flows on

the aggregate switch’s upstream side will be rescheduled to other healthy

paths. Thus, all the incoming flows will still get symmetric paths of the
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DCN topology by avoiding the faulty links. The remaining flows at the

faulty link are mice flows (i.e., flow rate < 50 Kbps). If the link’s pro-

ductivity increases throughout the slow start of a TCP flow, it will be ex-

cluded from the list of affected links (i.e., false-positive case). Nevertheless,

if the link remains at the same productivity rate (long-lived failure) with

Odds > 1 for further monitoring periods, then upstream hashing weight

will be altered accordingly. The evaluation of this experiment will be based

on the obtained average FCT values for redirected elephant flows after redi-

rection. This experiment conducted five independent simulations since dif-

ferent numbers and sizes of elephant flows are randomly scheduled on the

faulty links based on the edge switches flow sampling and the adaptive flow

scheduling decisions. We found that only 97 elephant flows were found on

the faulty links and recovered based on adaptive flow scheduling during

the experiment.

Fig. 4.6 shows the average FCT for the rescheduled elephant flows found

on the detected faulty links. The initial FCT refers to the primary determi-

nate FCT value on the end-host application layer for each flow over the

faulty links. We found unusual initial outlier FCT values (i.e., more signif-

icant than 1000 sec.) for three elephant flows larger than 6 Mbyte in size.

So, we omitted them to obtain precise average calculations. As depicted in

Figure 4.6, we observe that Oddlab considerably reduces the average FCT

for the redirected elephant flows over the initial determined FCT, thanks to

detecting the faulty links and the adaptive flow scheduling. After detect-

ing the faulty links, the Oddlab adaptive scheduling model will spread the

flows across the available paths without congesting the paths significantly,

depending on the proposed adaptive scheduling. Hence, we remark that
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the new average FCT for redirected elephant flows is acceptable compared

with their sizes.

4.7.3 Discussion and Comparison

In specific TE methods such as Hedera [27], Mahout [19], and Sieve, the ele-

phant flows only rescheduled when reaching a certain threshold or based on

the availability of enough bandwidth on other paths. To handle the faulty

links issue, Hedera, for instance, adopted PortLand specialized mechanisms

[68] for link failure detection and flow rerouting.

DCN end-hosts can indicate early the elephant flows via the initial de-

termined FCT. Still, with the cost of altering all end-hosts to monitor each

flow and participating in the routing decisions such as SAPS [44], Hermes

[108], FlowFurl [82]. Furthermore, end-host sensing does not provide suffi-

cient information about the affected DCN links, so network administrators

cannot efficiently discover the problem. Therefore, we can conclude that

the experiment results prove Oddlab feasibility and profits based on SDN

controller and OpenFlow protocol.

Regarding detecting faulty links inside DCN topology, Gill et al. [29]

correlated links failure logs with the link’s earlier observed traffic in a five-

minute time window. Although this type of correlation required a link-state

memory for each DCN link defined in each monitoring time, the link should

not fail because of a preceding traffic decline. For instance, the current state

of the link could be in a typical traffic situation due to a routine service drop

from the end-hosts. Therefore, multiple false positive detections would oc-

cur. On the other hand, Oddlab’s correlation process occurred with current

and upcoming events in a shorter time (2 sec. of the information polling
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rate). Accordingly, when the correlation breaks in any upcoming event, the

link will be identified as a false positive and return to normal.

We got some false positive tests in our tests, especially when the simu-

lation tends to the end and there is no more traffic to send so that Oddlab

cannot delete the false positive detections. The faulty links detection sen-

sitivity (the true positive rate) was 100% accurate to detect the faulty links.

As for the specificity test (the true negative rate), Oddlab was 92.85% spe-

cific to identify the correct faulty links (i. e., one false positive link out of 14

regular links).

Although we adopted ECMP paths to overcome the controller overhead,

we encountered the dilemma of not identifying the precise number of flows

that the edge switch handles. Therefore, we counted the port consumption

in edge labeling. Faulty link detection by Oddlab is based on the following

observation: ”As far as most edge switches are labeled based on the odds concept,

the faulty paths can be detected quickly”. Consequently, the expected time for

identifying faulty links relies on the network traffic demands and monitor-

ing time to achieve a high detection precision.
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Figure 4.6: Average FCT for the redirected elephant flows after failure de-
tection.

4.8 Conclusions

This thesis introduces the faulty link detection procedure adopted in our

proposed TE method (Oddlab). The procedure of identifying faulty links

relies on correlating two events within the DCN: loaded edge switches and

underutilized core links. Therefore, Oddlab employs the statistics of the

DCN switches on a single and central SDN controller to detect faulty links

and achieves promising results in both the symmetric and asymmetric topolo-

gies. However, extensive experiments were conducted on a wide range of

traffic patterns with synthetic and realistic workloads to prove the feasibil-

ity of Oddlab without altering any network component, including hosts or

switches. The results indicated that Oddlab reduced the average overall

FCT up to 12%, 8%, and 10% compared with ECMP, Hedera, and PureSDN,

respectively. Oddlab can detect, reschedule the affected elephant flows with

severe bandwidth degradation in the core links and avoid the defective

paths in the adaptive flow scheduling model. We demonstrated that Odd-
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lab functions with low complexity and low computational overhead on the

SDN controller. Therefore, Oddlab has the potential to be applied to com-

mercial DCNs at a low cost.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Directions

“Each problem that I solved became
a rule, which served afterwards to
solve other problems.”

René Descartes (1596-1650)

5.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis introduces our novel framework solution for evaluating and

solving TE issues utilizing the SDN concept. Mainly, the thesis includes

three related theses arranged as follows:

5.1.1 DCN Risk Analysis

The first part of the thesis deals with a risk analysis of existing Traffic En-

gineering (TE) methods based on the SDN concept. We can summarize the

achieved results of this thesis as follows:

129
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• We introduce the concept of risk analysis of deploying the SDN TE

methods inside the DCN topology (i. e., fat-tree).

• The evaluation included estimating the loss uncertainty of elephant

flows losses based on Monte Carlo simulation.

• We empirically investigated the risk factors of elephant flows based

on realistic workloads with traffic patterns to predict the value at risk

of the elephant flow loss rate.

• Our evaluation included estimating the probability distribution for

risk factors based on the Kolmogorov Smirnov and Anderson-Darling

statistical testing methods.

• We studied different existing TE methods such as the hashing-based

method (ECMP [36]), adaptive SDN method for elephant flow schedul-

ing (Hedera [27]), beside the fully SDN-based method (PureSDN [59]).

• We showed that the probability of elephant flow losses in Hedera

achieved 56.76% with 97 MBps maximum expected loss, ECMP is 62.83%

with 102 MBps, and PureSDN is 44.43% with 87 MBps, respectively.

• We proved in the Monte Carlo simulation that the elephant flow loss

event is highly expected DCN. As a result, adopting any TE method

would directly influence the status of DCN applications in terms of

flow completion time and throughput.

5.1.2 Adaptive SDN Load Balancing Framework

In the second part, we propose Sieve and Oddlab based on the SDN concept.

The achieved results of these methods can be summarized in the following:
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• We investigated the flow distribution scheme in DCN through prede-

fined flow paths at the DCN edge switches employing ECMP hashing

besides the SDN controller.

• We employed the adaptive scheduling for flows scheduling that con-

siders available bandwidth in Sieve and the active elephant flows in

Oddlab to find the best paths and avoid significant flow rescheduling.

• We formed the adaptive flow scheduling and elephant rescheduling

problems for Sieve and Oddlab and proved them as NP-complete prob-

lems.

• We proved theoretically and empirically that leveraging the global

knowledge of the DCN switches statistics on a single and central SDN

controller to deliver promising results in symmetric DCN topologies

without altering any network components or TCP protocol.

• The performance analysis of Oddlab based on the law of large num-

bers revealed that the adopted flow sampling mechanism at the edge

switches diminishes the SDN controller burden to half besides reduc-

ing the waiting time for flow handling.

• We conducted extensive experiments on a wide range of traffic pat-

terns with synthetic and realistic workloads to prove Oddlab and Sieve

feasibility. The results confirmed that Sieve and Oddlab achieved promis-

ing improvements in the average overall Flow completion time, mice

flow FCT, bisection bandwidth, link utilization, packets loss, round

trip delay compared with ECMP, Hedera, PureSDN, and Sieve, respec-

tively.
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• We applied our proposed risk analysis framework to predict the ele-

phant flows loss rate. The results showed that Sieve decreased the ele-

phant flow losses probability by 45.74%, almost similar to PureSDN by

44.43% compared to 52.8% achieved by the Oddlab scheduling proce-

dure.

5.1.3 DCN Faulty Links Detection Model

In the third part of the thesis, we present the Oddlab faulty links detection

model. The model achieved results can be summarized in the following:

• We used the same global network information for flow adaptive schedul-

ing to identify the faulty links with acceptable computational com-

plexity without modifying other network components such as switches

or end-hosts.

• The procedure of identifying faulty links relies on correlating two events

within the DCN: loaded edge switches and underutilized core links.

• We use the information of the affected paths to update the adaptive

flow scheduling model of Oddlab and modify the proactive paths if

required based on the type of the link failure (i. e., long or short fail-

ure).

• We proved that Oddlab employs the statistics of the DCN switches on

a single and central SDN controller to detect faulty links and achieves

promising results in both the symmetric and asymmetric topologies.
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5.2 Thesis Applications

The achieved results from the proposed performance evaluation model and

flow scheduling solutions contribute directly to the traffic engineering as-

pect using SDN controller and OpenFlow in DCNs concerning Flow Man-

agement, Fault-tolerant, Topology update, and Traffic monitoring.

The outcomes of Thesis 1 (Chapter 2) determined the deployment risk

factors of different SDN TE methods regarding the expected loss rate of

elephant flows and demonstrated their impact on data center applications

productivity. Therefore, the outcomes might apply to all DCN applications,

such as Hadoop and MapReduce, that demand high stability and produc-

tivity. This evaluation was applied as a baseline to develop new SDN TE

methods to solve various issues in DCN TE aspects, as presented in Thesis

2 (Chapter 3) and Thesis 3 (Chapter 4).

The results of Thesis 2 are also essential to discover the flow sampling

and frequent elephant flow rerouting at the DCN edge and to what ex-

tent the method was effective toward improving DCN Flow Management,

Topology update, and Traffic monitoring. Fault-tolerant ability and fewer

Topology updates presented in Thesis 3 showed that Oddlab was achieved

with significantly low computational power overhead in terms of space and

time complexity. Therefore, Oddlab implementation is highly applicable in

industrial DCNs due to uncomplicated arithmetic operations and less over-

head. Besides, there is no need for any modification to the DNC hosts.
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5.3 Future Research Directions

The DCN fabric must be maintained and monitored to guarantee high avail-

ability and better QoS by employing an effective traffic engineering (TE)

method. Our proposed solutions present a step forward in the direction of

producing and evaluating an effectual SDN TE. Still, many challenges are

planned to be addressed in the future, including:

• In terms of risk analysis, we plan to simulate the link failures effect of

the elephant flow losses rate and DCN productivity.

• With the rapid evolution of cloud services and the Internet of Things

(IoT) technologies, the problem of DCN power consumption is getting

more severe [35]. For instance, Google consumes 260 million watts to

maintain the normal DCN operations [8] [30]. Hence, we intend to

propose a framework that estimates the anticipated power consump-

tion of different DCN TE methods.

• The SDN controller’s central position is considered the single point

of failure in DCN management [66]. An attack such as Distributed

Denial-of-Service (DDoS) is widely used to breach the SDN controller

[43] and put the whole DCN down. However, several security solu-

tions tend to use distributed SDN controllers [71] [73] [4]. We already

proposed an SDN forensic prototype based on distributed SDN con-

trollers as appeared in [7]. Nevertheless, we plan to measure how the

proposed measure of the proposed flow sampling can be employed to

defend the controller against DDoS attacks.
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• We plan to leverage Oddlab in DCN power reduction by switching off

specific paths based on the edge switches’ traffic demands and odds

ratio.

• Further investigation is needed to examine the effectiveness of the

proposed method on different DCN topologies, including multi-stage

topologies such as the Clos network.

• Oddlab faulty link detection strategy functions only on a three-stage

topology and beyond, including the k− 4 fat-tree topology. Hence, a

possible approach to overcome this issue is to correlate other events,

such as queue lengths of the paths.

However, more innovative research is needed to study, analyze, and pro-

duce new solutions for emerging services such as the IoT, cloud services,

fifth-generation (5G) networks, and beyond. For instance, with the fast 5G

deployment, IoT applications are expected to generate 163 zettabytes (ZB)

of data by 2025 [21]. Although Machine learning strategies (i. e., reinforce-

ment learning) provide promising results, more investigation is needed to

produce faster and less complex TE models.
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